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Tracking tools that collect patient-generated data can have a major impact on health outcomes 

and patient-clinician communication. The relationship between the patient and the clinician can 

be fundamentally altered when the patient uses a tracking tool. Clinicians can gain a more 

holistic understanding of patients instead of relying predominantly on clinic visits for input, and 

patients can better understand how to manage their condition tool use. Yet, acceptance of 

tracking tools remains low.  

In my dissertation work, I investigated patients’ use of researcher-driven electronic Patient-

Reported Outcome (e-PRO) and patient-driven Personal Informatics tracking tools during cancer 

treatment. In one study, patients who frequently used PRO tools had lower end-of-study 

symptom distress than those who used the tool once or not at all. Patient attributes, such as age, 

gender, and educational attainment, were not found to be an indicator of frequent voluntary use. 
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In a second study, I analyzed self-tracking attitudes and behaviors of 25 women with breast 

cancer. Results showed that patients’ tracking behaviors outside of the research context were 

fragmented and sporadic, compared to when they were given personal informatics tool. 

Participants used information they had collected on the tool to view patterns among symptoms, 

feel psychosocial comfort, and improve symptom communication with clinicians. 

To better understand the reasons why most patients do not realize the opportunity of using a 

tracking tool as a path to these benefits and to further inform future tool design, I propose two 

theoretical models: (1) the Model of Use of Tracking Tools by Patients and Clinicians (MUTT-

PC) and (2) MultiTrack. MUTT-PC illustrates factors in symptom communication and feedback 

in scenarios that use no tracking tools, a patient-driven tracking tools, researcher- or clinician-

driven tracking tools, or, in a proposed future scenario, symptom tracking tools that are used 

collaboratively by the patient and clinician. MultiTrack provides a deeper understanding of 

tradeoffs in requirements for tracking tool developers, by enumerating multiple dimensions to be 

considered in design for use and acceptance: (1) the patient, (2) clinician, (3) data collected and 

presented, and (4) the tracking tool itself. This work contributes to health informatics, health 

services, human-computer interaction, and information and management science.  

In this dissertation, I propose the use of a novel framework that separates clinical and personal 

usefulness of data from the perceived value of the tracking tool itself. Further, incorporating the 

context of healthcare into tracking tool development considerations promises that both clinicians 

and patients can realize the value of self-tracking as next-generation tracking tools are deployed. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
People with serious illness such as cancer experience many unanticipated symptoms  (1) 

and struggle to communicate them to clinicians during treatment  (2). Patients with cancer 

contend with a variety of symptoms stemming from cancer progression, treatment regimens, and 

co-morbidities and many rely solely on clinic visits to get help with managing them. Yet these 

patients have difficulty conveying the full extent of symptoms along with chemotherapy 

infusions, surgeries, radiation treatments, and follow-up appointments  (3,4) to clinicians. 

Although uncontrolled common cancer treatment-related symptoms, such as pain or fatigue, can 

have serious consequences if they are not controlled  (5),  clinicians frequently misjudge the 

intensity of patients’ symptoms and undertreat them  (3,6). In standard cancer care, patients find 

it challenging to prioritize and communicate urgency to clinicians  (7). This problem is not 

unique to the context of cancer care. 

Self-tracking of symptoms by patients can successfully address some of these problems. 

Patients who track symptoms at home as they occur can share symptom severity, frequency, and 

duration with clinicians. In turn, clinicians can better understand and address symptom burden. 

Additionally, cancer patients who initiate self-tracking can potentially experience benefits that 

have not yet been explored. 

Outside of research settings, many patients do not typically have access to tools to 

effectively appraise and manage symptoms at home  (8). Symptom tracking tools described in 

the literature review in Chapter 2 have shortcomings that may prevent wide acceptance in 

practice. At the same time, a proliferation of mobile and sensor-based technology that facilitates 
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tracking  (9) provides an impetus to consider how employment of these technologies can help 

patients with a wide variety of chronic conditions to both manage their symptoms better and 

improve their quality of life. 

In this chapter, I provide rationale for the importance of self-monitoring in symptom 

management for patients with cancer, define terms related to tracking tools that support symptom 

management, specify the major research question regarding patients’ voluntary use of these 

tools, and describe how this dissertation addresses these questions. 

Background and Significance 
Part of this dissertation explores self-tracking in the cancer context. Cancers are complex 

diseases that arise from uncontrolled division of abnormal cells, often resulting in tumor growth. 

Patients with cancer often suffer from a more diverse set of symptoms than can be fully 

explained by disease characteristics and treatment side effects alone  (10). Symptoms arising 

from cancer can include unexplained weight loss, fever, fatigue, pain, and skin changes, although 

it is possible to be asymptomatic  (11,12). Patients diagnosed with cancer typically enter a 

treatment plan involving some combination of chemotherapy, radiation, hormone therapy, or 

surgery, often leading to worsened symptoms or additional side effects. 

Symptom management, if implemented well, can have a major influence on patients’ 

quality of life during cancer care. According to Jakobssen, symptom management is defined as 

an “intentional activity that depends on patient’s subjective responses to experienced symptoms 

and can be initiated or performed by patients or healthcare professionals”  (13). Dodd & Jansen 

described symptom management as both strategic and dynamic, influenced by patient outcomes, 

personal factors, the environment, and, of course, the illness itself  (14). Although evidence-
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based interventions exist for an increasing number of cancer-related symptoms, patients still 

suffer from untreated symptoms and do not receive enough assistance from clinicians in 

managing them  (7). Studies identifying barriers to effective symptom management often 

narrowly focus specifically on one particular symptom or cluster of symptoms (3,15-17) such as 

pain, associated with both lower symptom and quality of life issues (SQLI) and survival rates 

from cancer treatment and palliative care  (5). 

The diverse and unforeseen nature of symptoms makes assessment and management of 

SQLI challenging (12). A major reason may be predominant use of medical interviews to assess 

symptoms in cancer care. When patients do not specify bothersome SQLI’s during the clinic 

visit, clinicians assume that they are not a problem, even if they are brought up at prior clinic 

visits  (13). Because symptoms typically increase over the course of chemotherapy treatment and 

then gradually diminish  (15), this causes a misconception. As reviewed by Armstrong, 

frequency and intensity of symptoms is also difficult for clinical teams to assess in medical 

interviews (7). A significant number of cancer survivors experience a range of physical 

symptoms (nausea, weight gain, etc.) long after treatment ends, and uncontrolled symptom 

distress can persist over time  (12). 

Self-management is also quite difficult for patients with cancer. Although patients 

undergoing chemotherapy typically take few preventative actions to self-manage side effects at 

home  (12), clinicians can play a definitive role in symptom management. The Institute of 

Medicine recommends that clinicians maintain a “continuous healing relationship” [p.66 from 

(16)] with the patient, rather than viewing cancer care in terms of short-term treatment. A recent 

study that took place in Sweden  (13) explored barriers to clinicians’ ability to help patients 

manage symptoms. Four major themes emerged: building a relationship with the patient, 
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understanding the patient, assessing symptoms, and collaborating with other healthcare 

professionals to ensure information exchange and clear responsibility  (13). When patients used 

tracking tools and shared symptom data with clinicians, both were in a better position to assess 

symptoms and priorities. Tracking tools afford patients the potential to facilitate both self-

monitoring and symptom management of their cancer  (16), and healthcare in general  (9). 

Self-monitoring of cancer symptoms during treatment is not new. Patient-reported 

outcome (PRO) instruments and momentary experience sampling tools that support self-

monitoring show benefit to patients, providing clinician awareness of potentially missed 

symptoms  (17) and toxicity alerting  (18). However, these tracking tools are often adopted in in 

academic medicine cancer care settings  (19). In cancer centers throughout Ontario, Canada 

where the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale  (20) has been used for years, nurses champion 

the benefits of PRO assessment for oncology patients, whereas only half of all physicians 

perceived PRO measures as improving care  (21). These physicians were more likely to 

determine that care was more efficient when eliciting symptom priorities by talking with the 

patient than reviewing the PRO report  (21). As a result of the predominant use of PRO tools in 

academic medicine, Glasgow calls for a pragmatic approach to PRO measurement that is instead 

informed by such implementation science models  (22) as the Expanded Chronic Care Model  

(23). Rather than focusing on having clinics adopt PRO tracking tools, this dissertation 

investigates patients’ voluntary use and acceptance of tracking tools are beneficial for cancer 

symptom management.  
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Definitions 
In this dissertation, self-tracking is defined as the measurement or observation and self 

report of bodily symptoms and the impact on daily activities and cognitive processes  (24). A 

tracking tool is used to support self-tracking of health issues. Tracking tools can be as simple as 

paper and pencil or as complex as an Excel spreadsheet including pivot tables and charts. Real-

time tracking tools support capturing health issues in the moment, as they occur. 

Dissertation Project Description 
 This dissertation extends prior work on types of tracking tools used in cancer care 

through analysis of actual voluntary use of e-PRO and personal informatics tracking tools, 

description of benefits that patients with cancer experience from personal informatics tracking 

tools, and proposal of a conceptual model that can help inform on tracking tool design and 

acceptance. The question that I attempt to answer is: How do we design tracking tools that are 

used and accepted by patients? Each chapter in this dissertation contributes to addressing this 

question as follows: 

• Chapter 2 broadly reviews the current literature on three major types of tracking tools: 

those that consist of patient-reported outcome (PRO) instruments, ecological momentary 

assessment (EMA) tools, and consumer health informatics (CHI) tools in which the 

patient has control over tracking. The chapter concludes with theories that can help arrive 

at a deeper understanding of tracking tool use and acceptance. 

• In Chapter 3, I analyzed voluntary use of an e-PRO tool by 372 people with cancer, 

characterized the relationship between frequency of voluntary use and symptom distress, 

and explored patient attributes related to frequent use. One-quarter of the patient 
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population used ESRA-C voluntarily two or more times over the course of cancer 

treatment. These patients had lower end-of-study symptom distress than those who used 

the tool once (significantly) or not at all (trending, but not significant). Patient attributes, 

such as age, gender, and educational attainment were not indicative of frequent voluntary 

use. Implications of study results are discussed in depth to conclude the chapter. 

• In Chapter 4, I undertook a qualitative analysis of data collected on the personal 

information management practices of 25 women with breast cancer. For this study, a 

personal informatics tool was deployed as a technology probe to 10 women with breast 

cancer. Observational and interview data was analyzed to elicit the “in-the-wild” self-

tracking practices of the 10 women before using HealthWeaver, as well as 15 other 

women with breast cancer. Results showed that, although “in-the-wild” tracking 

behaviors were fragmented and sporadic, tracking with use of personal informatics tools 

were more consistent. Participants also used tracked data to see patterns among 

symptoms, feel psychosocial comfort, and improve symptom communication with 

clinicians. 

• Chapter 5 introduces a new conceptual framework intended to inform the design and 

acceptance of future tracking tools for cancer care. The two theoretical models in this 

framework are: (1) the Model of Use of Tracking Tools by Patients and Clinicians 

(MUTT-PC) and (2) MultiTrack. MUTT-PC illustrates factors in symptom 

communication and feedback in scenarios that use no tracking tools, a patient-driven 

tracking tools, researcher- or clinician-driven tracking tools, or, in a proposed future 

scenario, symptom tracking tools that are used collaboratively by the patient and 

clinician. MultiTrack provides a deeper understanding of tradeoffs in requirements for 
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tracking tool developers, by enumerating multiple dimensions to be considered in design 

for use and acceptance: (1) the patient, (2) clinician, (3) data collected and presented, and 

(4) the tracking tool itself.  

• Chapter 6 specifies the contributions of the dissertation, implications of findings and the 

conceptual model, and directions for future work. 

 

The dissertation supports convergence of tracking tool design for healthcare based on 

patient needs. By identifying and further understanding dimensions of importance for tracking 

tool design, I hope that future design of tracking tools will encompass greater benefits to patients 

and result in more integration into standard cancer care practices. If both patients and clinicians 

accept using tracking tools as an integral part of symptom management, we can move closer to 

continuous healing relationships that are the cornerstone of effective care. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
“The approaches that are being used to develop e-Health technologies are not productive 

enough to create technologies that are meaningful, manageable, and sustainable.” 

- Julia van Gimert-Pijnen  (25) 

Patients have access to a variety of tracking tools for symptom management support. This 

chapter covers the use of two categories of tracking tools driven by clinicians or researchers, 

Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) instruments, Ecological Momentary Interventions (EMI), and 

patient-driven tracking tools. Use of these tools have been associated with improved health and 

communication outcomes, but obstacles remain to widespread promotion of use and acceptance 

of tracking tools in standard cancer care. In this chapter, I discuss current types of tracking tool 

interventions and issues with their use by patients. 

Most Americans do not use tracking tools to support their health. Although 7 in 10 track 

at least one health indicator, nearly half of this group use their memory, choosing to track “in 

their heads” instead of using a tracking tool  (26). Of those who say they track, 34% report that 

they use paper and 21% say they use a computer to track health indicators  (26). . Furthermore, 

the literature contains few studies on actual tracking behaviors of people with cancer. One 2009 

survey asked 134 rural adult cancer patients and survivors to report their self-tracking behaviors  

(27). Results showed that nearly 1 out of 3 self-monitored symptoms during cancer treatment 

using some medium  (27). Tracked data included treatment side effects (24%), trends in how 

they were feeling (worse, better...) (22%), effects of cancer on wellbeing (e.g., symptoms) 

(28%), and limits to usual activities (e.g., going to work, yard work...) (17%). A calendar or 
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datebook was the most common tracking tool, followed in popularity by a diary/notebook. Only 

12 out of 134 subjects kept a diary on their computer  (27). Although this survey suggests that a 

third of people with cancer track health issues during cancer treatment, the sample size was small 

and comprised of people from rural areas. Further, the survey did not address why they tracked 

and why the majority of people did not track. Knowledge is lacking about what cancer patients’ 

motivation to engage in self-tracking and which tracking is beneficial enough to undertake. 

Researcher- and Clinician-Driven Tracking Tools 
 In this dissertation, I study examples from two categories of tracking tools in which usage 

is driven by research use or for the benefit of clinicians: Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) 

instruments and Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) tools. 

Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) Instruments 

Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) instruments have been historically used for patients’ 

reporting of symptoms and wellbeing in clinical research settings  (28,29). In the last 15 years, 

clinical informatics research has focused on how to promote PRO tool use in the context of 

standard clinical care  (16,30-33). PRO instruments measure “any aspect of a patient's health 

status that comes directly from the patient (i.e., without the interpretation of the patient's 

responses by a physician or anyone else)”  (29). These instruments are typically questionnaires 

that measure health status and quality of life, some of which are rigorously tested for 

psychometric properties (e.g., validity and reliability), and can be over 80 questions in length  

(11,30,34). PRO instruments are administered on a predefined schedule or immediately prior to 

appointments, either at home or in the clinic. The medium of administration could be paper-

based (e.g., notebooks or diaries) or computer-based (e.g., interactive voice response  (18), web-
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based  (17,35), or on a tablet computer  (36,37). Figure 1 is an example of an e-PRO tool used 

for clinical care with a tablet interface for patients and a summary report for clinicians. In this 

dissertation, electronic computer-based PRO tools will be referred to as e-PRO tools. 

Figure 2.1. Patient Care Monitor (PCM) Clinician Report (on the left) and Tablet Questionnaire (on the 
right)  (38). 

 

Patient self-reporting methods have been used for clinical research purposes as early as 

the 1920s in the form of paper-and-pencil diaries  (28). Decades later, researchers devised PRO 

instruments to obtain symptom assessments for participants enrolled in clinical trials to be able to 

determine the impact of drugs or other interventions on patients’ health status and quality of life  

(29,39). More recently, researchers have repurposed PRO tools, using them for routine symptom 

assessment and monitoring in clinical care, as well as raising clinicians’ awareness of potentially 
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missed or underestimated symptoms  (16,30-32). PRO results are occasionally an integrated part 

of the electronic health record (EHR)  (33). 

PRO Tools in Cancer Care 

PRO instruments have a positive impact on patient outcomes when administered as an 

intervention for cancer symptom management in randomized controlled trials  (17,18,35,40). 

Reported benefits of PRO tools include improved patient wellbeing  (40-42), reduced need for 

symptom management support  (41), lower toxicity during cancer treatment  (18), and better 

patient-clinician communication  (17,40,42). Other potential benefits include timely reporting 

and management of symptoms  (43,44), reduced patient anxiety  (42), fewer clinic visits or calls  

(45), greater patient adherence to advice  (13), greater satisfaction with care  (46,47), more 

effective self-management  (41,42) and more efficient use of resources  (13,16). In addition to 

raising clinicians’ awareness of symptoms, many PRO tools in cancer care settings have evolved 

to provide alerts  (18) and tailored advice to patients  (17,35). In clinical settings, clinicians and 

practice managers could potentially use PRO instruments to measure outcomes that reveal 

quality of care, design system interventions, train health care personnel, and make administrative 

decisions given characteristics of a patient population  (16). 

Standard cancer care does not typically involve self-tracking with PRO instruments  (30-

32,48). Some researchers have explored why such tools do not appear more widely in practice  

(49,50). Ruland has examined use of web-based e-PRO tool WebChoice for cancer symptom 

management, deployed as part of standard care in Norway. WebChoice employs such patient-

centered features as tailored self-management, discussion forums, and secure patient-clinician 

messaging. Tailored self-management allows patients to answer questions chosen from 19 
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problem categories and provides self-management material based on their responses. Two-thirds 

of users were considered active (2 or more uses) over the course of a year  (41).  Interviews with 

both active users and non-users of WebChoice revealed that active users perceived WebChoice 

to be more helpful than non-users, who just wanted to “go about on with their lives” and “not be 

reminded of cancer”  (51). These findings demonstrate a need to accommodate patients’ varying 

needs for support and diverse coping styles. A follow-up study investigating the use of 

WebChoice showed major disparity in individual patterns of feature usage between breast and 

prostate cancer patients  (52). Breast cancer patients rated the discussion forum as very useful, 

whereas patients with prostate cancer found self-management features with symptom 

assessments had more value  (52). A national Pew survey in the U.S.  (26) supports some of 

these findings for patients with breast cancer from Norway. Peer support is a major reason that 

many patients with cancer use the Internet as opposed to to self-tracking symptoms  (26, 53). 

This difference could occur either as a result of gender bias or the nature of the less 

straightforward disease treatment options of prostate cancer so contributing factors of perceived 

usefulness of self-tracking remain, in this case, undecided. 

Barriers to PRO Tool Adoption 

Despite reports of improved health and communication outcomes  (17,18,35,41,55) from 

PRO tracking tools that were studied as interventions in randomized controlled trials, clinicians 

are generally resistant to incorporate them into clinical workflow  (16,56). Some question 

whether instruments designed for research can be helpful in practice  (16,48). I recognize several 

major reasons for their reticence: (1) cognitive bias in PRO instruments from retrospective recall, 

(2) obstacles to integration in an appointment-centric workflow, and (3) high patient data entry 

burden. 
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First, cognitive bias emerges in questions framed to require patients to recall events from 

the last few days or weeks, such as “how many times in the 7 days have you done X”  (39). 

These questions assume that patients can remember all relevant symptom experiences over a 

specified time period and accurately represent them in the aggregate  (39). In reality, patients 

who recall recent and salient symptoms self-report higher symptom distress over a 7-day period 

than their daily aggregated actual scores suggest, (57) making, temporal trends with a greater 

range more difficult to appraise retrospectively. 

Second, clinicians or researchers usually administer PRO instruments prior to clinic 

visits, creating an extra burden on clinicians who must learn how to interpret the e-PRO score or 

summary report and find time to review it. With today’s technology, self-tracking tools can 

capture signs and report symptoms in non-clinical contexts, providing a realistic picture of 

wellbeing and functioning between clinic visits. In spite of this, few PRO tools are deployed to 

take advantage of this. 

Third, patients frequently find e-PRO assessments burdensome to complete. 

Psychometrically validated assessments are long and require that patients completely answer a 

full series of 80 or more questions  (38), covering many more symptoms than any single patient 

experiences or cares to track. Tailored symptom assessments allowed patients to skip irrelevant 

questions, but current methods to analyze data for reliability and validity are complex and 

produce research evidence that can be inadequate for clinical decision-making  (58). Because 

completing PRO assessments can be particularly arduous for patients in cancer treatment who 

are often emotionally overwhelmed and physically drained  (51), patients who are depressed or 

experiencing pain are also less likely to track symptoms with questionnaires that feel 

burdensome, even in the context of research studies  (39,59). One study of pain assessment 
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compliance among Italian cancer patients in an inpatient ward showed only a 58% compliance 

rate with daily pain reporting three times a day at least three times a week, when given a brief 4-

question form  (59). Reasons given for not completing the form included subjective 

psychological variables (44%), physical distress (26%), and absence of pain (16%)  (59). Thus, 

variability in symptom reporting can be highly related to changes in patients’ psychosocial 

condition. 

In summary, although the use of PRO instruments in tracking tools for cancer care has 

benefits, such tools have not been deployed by most cancer clinics or adopted by patients on 

their own. In this dissertation, Chapter 3 includes an analysis of how e-PRO tools are voluntarily 

used when patients have access to them at home and how symptom distress or other patient 

attributes are associated with voluntary use. 

Ecological Momentary Interventions (EMI) and Assessments (EMA) 

An Ecological Momentary Intervention (EMI) is a program or tool that gathers repeated 

real-time measurements of phenomena in natural settings for the primary purpose of treating a 

patient’s condition  (60,61). The rationale for use of EMI emerged from Ecological Momentary 

Assessments (EMA), designed for researchers to better understand temporal phenomena in the 

real world. These interventions are termed “ecologically valid” because they take place in the 

natural environment and “momentary” because metrics of interest are measured at random or 

specifically identified moments in everyday life  (60,61). The rationale for EMI and EMA rests 

on the major advantages for its use, which are: (1) minimizing recall, saliency, and recency 

biases through data collection in the moment, (2) collecting data in the context of daily life, and 

(3) being able to measure temporal concepts  (39,61). Patients being studied can use Ecological 
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Momentary Assessment (EMA) tools to capture real-time health-related data in the context of 

their daily lives. EMAs provide a realistic representation of cues and experiences over time 

through time-sampled data collection, in which participants are notified at prearranged or 

random times to complete assessments or take measurements. Data collected could include open-

ended entries in a diary, glucose monitor readings, or questionnaire responses  (61). Variation in 

structure of collected data contrasts with traditional e-PRO data collection, which is 

questionnaire-based and often psychometrically valid. In the past, EMA protocols have been 

carried out on paper and subsequently using pagers. The prevalent use of smartphones expands 

possibilities for implementation by delivering interventions in real-time as symptoms happen and 

in real-world places or situations where interventions are most often needed. 

Health-Related Use Cases of EMA/EMI Tools 

The Experience Sampling Method (ESM), first introduced by Csikszenthmihalyi, aims to 

reduce bias from retrospective self-report diary studies  (62). Csikszenthmihalyi used beepers 

and paper and pencil to develop his famous theory of “flow” to determine how participants’ 

cognitive states contrast with their activities over time. Today, ESM is best known as 

“Ecological Momentary Assessment” (EMA), expanding the definition to cover assessment of 

both internal and external cues rather than just subjective experiences  (60). EMA measures 

concepts of interest for researchers while EMI is a therapeutic intervention on its own and has 

been used to treat pain  (63-66), anxiety and stress-related disorders  (67,68), schizophrenia  (69), 

smoking cessation  (70), diabetes  (71), and cancer-related fatigue  (72). EMA tools have also 

been used to detect schizophrenia triggers, characterizing stress levels of individuals prone to 

psychosis prior to a psychotic episode  (69). However, EMA methods have not been used in 

many multi-symptom cancer studies to date. Symptom monitoring studies using ESM often 
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focus on management of single symptoms (e.g., fatigue in breast cancer  (72) or chronic pain  

(63,65). To date, studies use EMA in cancer care to understand the symptoms that patients have  

(72), rather than as deployment as an intervention (or EMI) that helps with symptom 

management during treatment. 

Barriers to EMA/EMI Adoption 

Like PRO assessments, EMI with self-tracking components also are not widely adopted 

for therapy or self-care in clinical settings  (60). Evaluation of EMI has occurred through cross-

discipline investigation of technologies for different clinical needs and using a range of 

methodological approaches  (60). EMI are typically deployed using reminder beeps or 

notification messages that reach the patient in the middle of other activities. Although greater 

saliency of the symptoms being captured provides an advantage, frequent interruptions can be 

quite burdensome. When people are focused on tasks, they divert attention and affect 

productivity  (73). In addition to the nature of the interruptions, current EMI data analysis 

methods are complex and make it challenging to interpret the data being captured  (60,74). Often 

analysis of EMA/EMI data requires statistical techniques that allow for aggregation of within-

person repeated measures and decisions to incorporate random or fixed effects across 

individuals. Even when EMI tools take these into account, it is best if patients and clinicians who 

read the reports know about underlying assumptions and implications.   

Patient-Driven Tracking Tools 
Patient-driven tracking tools come in many genres, including consumer health 

informatics (CHI) applications  (75), personal informatics apps for health behavior change  

(76,77), e-Health applications  (25), electronic diaries  (78), or personal health records (PHR’s)  
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(49). In this section, I describe such patient-driven tracking tools. Unlike other tracking tools, use 

of patient-driven tracking tools is initiated by the patient, as opposed to the patient being 

recruited as part of a research study or clinic intervention. The collected health data may or may 

not, therefore, be monitored by or shared with the clinician depending on whether the patient 

decides to do so. Patient-driven tracking tools also have potential to support cancer patients’ 

understanding of how they should both handle particular symptoms and improve their self-

management strategies.  

Self-tracking of signs and symptoms is a major feature of many e-Health, e-Diary, and 

consumer health informatics (CHI) interventions  (75). Few studies have produced evidence that 

patient-driven self-tracking is effective at improving health outcomes in cancer care. In one 

AHRQ-sponsored systematic review, of the 121 studies included, only 3 focused on supporting 

patients with cancer  (75). Of these, only one study of breast cancer patients showed a significant 

positive impact. The authors also rated evidence for CHI’s impact on outcomes as low for these 

studies  (75). The scarcity of evidence extends to patient-driven self-tracking, especially because 

so many studies of e-Health and CHI interventions rarely separate effectiveness of tracking 

features or analyze the frequency of use outside of context of research studies. In the wild, we 

have limited understanding of how often e-Health and CHI interventions are used. 

Although the research community is generally cautious about advocating use of patient-

driven tracking tools in routine healthcare settings  (79), grassroots interest in self-tracking as a 

hobby has emerged in the tech community  (80). This interest, dubbed “Quantified Self” by 

Wired Magazine editor Gary Wolf, is designed to bring people together to discuss uses and 

features of tracking tools and provide community support for self-tracking endeavors  (80). 

Tracking tools such as Fitbit (http://www.fitbit.com) and Moves (http://www.moves-app.com) 
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allow the average person to automatically collect data passively using sensor devices or even a 

mobile phone app that uses the phone’s accelerometer. PatientsLikeMe 

(http://www.patientslikeme.com) and MedHelp (http://www.medhelp.com) not only provide 

web-based tracking tools, but also allow users to share data with caregivers and compare their 

own experiences with other patients in online communities. Currently, we are also witnessing a 

proliferation of mobile health applications  (82).   

In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), study of Quantified Self tracking tools 

occurs in personal informatics, which involves investigation into the design and use of tracking 

tools that allow people to reflect and act based on data they collect on their habits, behaviors, and 

thoughts  (76,77). People who use personal informatics tracking tools make the decision to track 

particular metrics that monitor achievement of goals for one’s own health, wellbeing, and self-

awareness through behavior change. Some HCI researchers have also designed condition-

specific applications for diabetes  (83) and heart disease  (84) strive to enrich patients’ 

understanding of how their disease is progressing and identify opportunities for patients to make 

lifestyle changes that could modify that progression. Although patients with cancer have less 

inherent control of the progression of their disease, accurately reporting symptoms and side 

effects to clinicians between clinic visits is no less important than condition-specific tracking 

tools that drive behavior change. In addition, because much of patients’ work in cancer care 

takes place in “unanchored” settings on the go, and away from home and the clinic, mobile 

health (mHealth) applications might be able to meet this need as technology that runs on a device 

that patients are already carrying with them  (85,86). 

A model of personal informatics tool use describes the stages of self-tracking, describing 

what motivates and prevents people from engaging in self-tracking behaviors  (77). Five stages 
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that users undertake when interacting with a tracking tool are: (1) determining what to track and 

which tool to use (preparation) (2) recording observations (collection), 3) combining and 

transforming data from any number of sources prior to reflecting on it, (integration), 4) 

reviewing and understanding integrated data in the short term or long term (reflection), and 5) 

choosing to do something given any newfound understanding (action)  (77). 

 In personal informatics, limited knowledge exists about usage and engagement with 

current self-tracking tools among patients with cancer. It remains to be seen whether these 

patients will actually use tracking tools to help self-manage symptoms and communicate with 

clinicians. Cancer is not designated as the primary condition for users of PatientsLikeMe, a 

popular online community with condition-specific self-tracking features 

(http://www.patientslikeme.com). A search of PatientsLikeMe users conducted on April 3, 2013 

revealed that, of the 189,376 total PatientLikeMe users who have created a profile, only 303 

reported breast cancer as a primary condition. A number of apps on smartphone platforms have 

been developed, some which are sponsored by organizations such as the American Society of 

Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and cancer centers such as Dana-Farber in Boston. Nevertheless, 

how frequently these apps are used during the care workflow is unknown. In addition, people 

with cancer or caregivers might use familiar office software, such as Microsoft Excel or Word, to 

track symptoms, rather than searching for an app that could serve their needs. Further, most 

people living with cancer deal with their health offline and consult a healthcare professional for 

their information needs  (27,8,53). The goal of research in this dissertation is to understand 

cancer patients’ actual self-tracking behaviors and discuss how to design such tools to support 

patients’ needs so that these tools are both used and accepted by patients. 
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Even among people who are not dealing with a serious illness such as cancer, Li and 

colleagues found that barriers to self-tracking include lack of motivation, lack of access to a tool 

when symptoms occur, forgetting to record, lack of time, poor organization of information, and 

suboptimal visualization  (77). One limitation of Li’s findings is that the data was collected from 

people who were recruited from self-tracking sites, rather the general population or people 

interested in achieving goals in a specific domain such as cancer. Li does not identify features of 

tracking tools that can help overcome barriers at these various stages of self-tracking. 

 

 In summary, patient-driven, researcher-driven, and clinician-driven tracking tools 

emerged from different fields. Despite similar ways in which these tools are supposed to help 

patients, they have tradeoffs that prevent them from gaining widespread acceptance. In Chapter 

3, I will study researcher-driven tracking tool use. In Chapter 4, I examine the motivations and 

usage patterns of a patient-driven tracking tool. In the remainder of the dissertation, I aim to 

converge on a new paradigm for tracking tools that takes both use and acceptance into account in 

and outside of the clinic.
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Chapter 3 : Investigating Use of an 
Electronic Patient-Reported Outcome (e-
PRO) Tool 
Introduction 

Patient-reported outcome (PRO) tools facilitate self-tracking of symptoms by patients. 

With PRO tools, patients report symptoms using questionnaires typically on paper or a computer, 

although there is a recent trend toward deployment on mobile and tablet platforms  (36). 

Electronic forms of PRO tools, or e-PRO tools, demand highly structured data entry from 

patients to generate a score or a summary report of symptoms and quality of life indicators 

(SQLI). Given the challenge of coping with symptom distress during cancer treatment, patients 

may find answering dozens of e-PRO questions in one sitting difficult. They could potentially be 

less motivated to complete e-PRO questionnaires if either they or their clinicians are not given 

access to the score or the report. Despite this patient data entry burden, there is value in 

deploying e-PRO tools due to research results indicating that patient-provider communication 

can be enhanced with regard to SQLI  (17) and to recognize when patients in chemotherapy 

experience treatment-related toxicity {Bausch 2005}. In the literature review from Chapter 2, I 

described those and other benefits from the use of e-PRO tools in clinical care. However, 

voluntary use of e-PRO tools by patients has not often been evaluated. 

In this chapter, I explored the relationship between symptom distress in patients with 

cancer and voluntary use of self-tracking and education features of an e-PRO tool. To further 

understand how this e-PRO tool was used, I addressed three main research questions:  
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(RQ1) How often do patients with cancer voluntarily use an electronic patient-reported outcome 

tool? 

(RQ2) Is voluntary use of an electronic patient-reported outcome tool associated with symptom 

distress levels in patients with cancer? 

(RQ3) What attributes of patients with cancer are associated with frequent voluntary use of an 

electronic patient-reported outcome tool? 

ESRA-C In Action 
The e-PRO tool that I studied for this chapter is called the Electronic Self-Report 

Assessment for Cancer (ESRA-C), developed at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and University 

of Washington. ESRA-C is a database-driven web portal that patients can access from any 

Internet browser. ESRA-C administers validated symptom self-assessment questionnaires to 

patients with cancer. The first version of the ESRA-C software was deployed in a randomized 

controlled trial, testing tool use plus a summary report to the clinicians as an intervention vs. tool 

use alone  (17). In the intervention group, color graphic summaries of the patient report were 

delivered to clinicians just prior to a face-to-face clinic visit. The ESRA-C intervention 

significantly increased discussion of SQLI, facilitating conversations about more sensitive 

symptoms during clinic visits, such as sexual side effects  (17). 

In a second randomized controlled trial, Berry et al. deployed an enhanced version of the 

ESRA-C software  (88). This version of ESRA-C goes beyond providing symptom assessment 

summaries to clinicians, as it also has patient-centered features: (1) Report My Experiences, in 

which patients take self-assessments for SQLI, (2) View My Reports, in which patients have 
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access to graphical summary reports of the self-assessment, (3) Teaching Tips, which contain 

tailored health education material, and (4) View My Journal Entries, which is a simple, open-

ended feature that facilitates both entering and viewing journal entries, and (5) Share My 

Reports, which allows patients to share reports with trusted clinicians, caregivers, family 

members, or friends. These features are described further in the following sections. 

ESRA-C Feature #1: Report My Experiences 

 Patients use the Report My Experiences feature to complete self-assessments. This 

ESRA-C feature presents the user with a possible total of 77 questions from a series of validated 

instruments: (1) Symptom Distress Scale  (89), (13 items, plus additional 2 items on impact on 

sexual activities and interests and fever/chills, which comprise the SDS-15 score) (2) PHQ-9 

Depression Scale (9 items)  (90), (3) EORTC QLQ-30 v.3 on Quality of Life (30 questions)  

(91), and (4) EORTC QLQ-CIPN20 on chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy (20 

questions)  (92). In addition, the research team added questions on skin changes, spiritual 

concerns, and patient prioritization of SQLI. ESRA-C presents self-assessment questions to the 

user one at a time, as shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1. The Report My Experiences feature of ESRA-C. Patients are presented with a question at a time 
from various instruments. The questions cover a broad range of cancer and treatment-related SQLI.  

 (a) Nausea SDS-15 Question

 

(b) Overall health question

 

ESRA-C Feature #2: View My Reports 

 The View My Reports feature presents patients with graphical trends on 30 symptom and 

quality of life issues (SQLI) covered in self-assessments. Each SQLI has its own detail screen 

with graphs of SQLI history and ability to customize which SQLI are viewed simultaneously on 

the same line graph. Figure 3.2 contains exemplar screenshots of the overview and detail screens. 
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Figure 3.2. The View My Reports feature of ESRA-C. SQLI over a certain threshold are shaded in red on 
graphs, indicating a moderate or severe level for the SQLI. Patients can click on a particular SQLI graph in 
(a) to reveal more details on symptom status and teaching tips related to that SQLI as shown in (b). 

(a) View My Reports overview screen 

 

(b) View My Reports detail screen
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ESRA-C Feature #3: View Teaching Tips 

 ESRA-C Teaching Tips feature provide patients with specific resources, advice, and 

other information tailored to each SQLI reported as a resource for patients to consult particularly 

when SQLI are above certain thresholds.  

Figure 3.3. The Teaching Tips page for SQLI. The teaching tips contain links to credible resources and 
actionable advice to help manage particular SQLI. 
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ESRA-C Feature #4: Journals 

 ESRA-C has a simple journaling feature that can be accessed through the View My 

Reports screen. However, results of usage are not reported because a small minority of 

participants accessed the feature and fewer than 10% of participants completed a journal entry. 

 

Figure 3.4. The Journaling feature simultaneously captures the date and a journal entry and presents it to 
users reverse chronologically. 
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ESRA-C Feature #5: Share My Reports 

 Participants could elect to share their symptom assessment reports with anyone with a 

valid email address, sharing either the entire report with the email recipient or deciding which 

particular SQLI histories the recipient is allowed to view. 

 

Figure 3.5. Share My Reports feature enabled patients to specify email addresses of individuals who could 
view symptom assessment reports generated by ESRA-C. 

 

Methods 
The methods in this chapter describe data collection by Donna Berry’s research team for 

a randomized control trial  (88) and my secondary analysis of selected data to investigate 

voluntary use in the intervention group. 
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The original purpose of this trial was to compare symptom distress scores over the course 

of active cancer therapy for two groups  (88). In the control group, patients reported SQLI on 

four occasions throughout therapy and received usual care support for SQLI. In the intervention 

group, patients reported at the same four occasions and clinicians received the summary report. 

Additional coaching and teaching tips were provided at each of the four study time-points, 

highlighted for the SQLI that was reported at a pre-determined threshold. Intervention group 

participants could determine for themselves how often to complete assessments and which SQLI 

to track receiving teachings and communication coaching as well. The primary analysis of the 

trial data revealed a significant reduction in symptom distress over time for the intervention 

group, establishing the efficacy of the full ESRA-C intervention  (88). In this chapter, I hope to 

further unpack the reasons for this effect by demonstrating whether greater use of the tool—in 

other words, a higher “dose” of the intervention—was significantly correlated with end-of-study 

symptom distress. 

Data Collection 

A multi-site research team led by committee member Donna Berry collected data for this 

study at both the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance in Seattle and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in 

Boston  (88). The research team recruited patients of any diagnosis or stage in medical oncology, 

radiation oncology, and transplant clinics prior to beginning a new cancer treatment. Symptom 

assessments were administered to all participants at the following time-points: initially at the 

consult prior to treatment start (T1), at the first on-treatment visit about 4 weeks after treatment 

start (T2), 6-8 weeks after treatment start (T3), and 2-4 weeks after the treatment end date (T4). 

At these study time-points, ESRA-C summarized participants’ symptom assessment results for 

clinicians, providing information on 30 cancer symptoms and quality of life (SQLI) concerns. 
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Intervention group participants could take symptom assessments voluntarily any other time, and 

as per protocol, received a phone call a week after study enrollment to ensure that ESRA-C was 

working for them at home and encourage use of the intervention. 

Data Analysis 

I conducted a secondary data analysis on data from participants assigned to the 

intervention group only. The goal of this analysis was to gain a better understanding of patients’ 

frequency of voluntary use of ESRA-C (RQ1), whether voluntary use was correlated with 

symptom distress (RQ2), and to uncover potential factors to explore frequency of voluntary use 

(RQ3). The intervention group comprised of 373 participants, but I excluded one outlier 

participant whose 66 voluntary uses of ESRA-C were far more than the 11 voluntary uses by the 

next most frequent user. As a result, the analytic sample included 372 participants. 

In the initial stage of the analysis, I operationalized the constructs voluntary use and 

symptom distress. I determined each participant’s voluntary use by counting page views of 

ESRA-C’s patient-centered features (e.g. symptom assessment-taking, viewing reports, and 

viewing teaching tips) from the raw ESRA-C log data. To properly assess voluntary use, I 

grouped each time-stamped page view within a 2-hour timeframe into individual sessions. For 

example, if a page view for “View Reports” occurred within 15 minutes of a “Report My 

Experiences” page view, this is counted as one session. Each time a participant answered any 

assessment question(s) during a voluntary session, this was recorded as one voluntary use. 

Sessions that occurred within a day prior to a study time point were not entered as voluntary use 

because they may have been prompted. When both voluntary sessions and uses from page views 
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were tallied, I was able to obtain descriptive statistics that illustrated usage trends (see all Tables 

in Results section). 

In addition, I operationalized symptom distress to address RQ2. I based symptom distress 

on the Symptom Distress Scale (SDS) as a  broad indicator of common cancer symptoms. The 

original 13-item SDS was developed via literature review and patient interviews by oncology 

nurse researchers several decades ago  (89). This SDS instrument was evaluated for internal 

consistency, construct validity, and test-retest reliability  (93). Scores for SDS range from 13-65, 

with 13 questions asked on a 5-point scale. While cut scores to categorize levels of symptom 

distress have not been universally established, McCorkle suggests 25+ as an indicator of 

moderate distress and 33+ as an indicator of severe distress  (93). For the trial with ESRA-C, the 

PRO tool included what we called an SDS-15 score: the original SDS measure, plus a question 

each about impact on sexual activities and interests and fever/chills. We re-set cut scores to be 

26+ for moderate distress and 35+ for severe distress, due to the addition of the two questions. 

Selecting the symptom distress questionnaire during a voluntary use session and answering all 

questions resulted in a complete SDS-15 score. 

I employed various statistical techniques to analyze data collected from research 

questions. Descriptive statistics were used to address RQ1, summarizing voluntary use of ESRA-

C. Meanwhile, for RQ2, I conducted a between-group, one-way ANOVA to assess whether the 

dependent variable end-of-study symptom distress varied significantly among groups with 

different frequency of usage, the independent variable. The sample contained three groups of 

participants’ voluntary usage: those with 0, 1, or > 2 voluntary uses of ESRA-C. The ANOVA 

test is one-way because there is only one independent variable. This test of association identifies 
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how the variables are associated with consideration of variance  and not causation. However, a 

between-group ANOVA can test an associative hypothesis if the following assumptions are met: 

• The populations from which the samples were obtained should be normally or 

approximately normally distributed 

• The samples are independent 

• The variances of the populations should be approximately equal 

These assumptions were tested. A plot of scores for each group over time was created for visual 

inspection of the data. 

 To answer questions about patient attributes (age, gender, stage, baseline symptom 

distress at T1, end of study symptom distress) and their relationships to different categories of 

frequency of use, I compiled categorical contingency tables and generated p-values to determine 

the significance of differences between the groups. I used a t-test to determine the variance in 

baseline symptom distress between participants who completed study time-points and those who 

dropped out for any reason. 

Results 

Demographics 

Demographics for the 372 intervention participants are shown in Table 3.1. Just 14.5% of 

participants used ESRA-C only in the clinic, whereas 85.5% used ESRA-C independently at 

home. Nearly 78%, or 289 of the 372 participants, completed all study assessments. 
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Table 3.1. Demographics of Intervention Group Participants. 

CATEGORY VARIABLE FREQUENCY % 
Location of assessment Clinic 54 14.5% 

Home 318 85.5% 

Clinical Service Medical Oncology 210 56.5% 
Radiation Oncology 125 33.6% 
Stem Cell Transplant 37 9.9% 

Study Status Completed all study time-points 289 77.7% 
Lost to follow up 37 9.9% 
Voluntary withdrawal 30 8.1% 
Other 16 4.3% 

Clinic (Diagnosis) Dana-Farber – Genito-urinary 89 23.9% 
Dana-Farber – Gastrointestinal 65 17.5% 
Dana-Farber – Head & Neck 26 7.0% 
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance  - Transplant 37 9.9% 
Dana-Farber – TBD 3 0.8% 
Dana-Farber - Breast 104 28.0% 
Dana-Farber - Sarcoma 22 5.9% 
Dana-Farber - Lymph 17 4.6% 
Londonderry 9 2.4% 

Age Group 20-29 14 3.8% 
30-39 32 8.6% 
40-49 81 21.8% 
50-59 98 28.0% 
60 or above 144 38.7% 
Missing 3 0.8% 

Gender Male 185 49.7% 
Female 187 50.3% 

Use Computer at 
Home 

Never 19 5.1% 
Rarely 23 6.2% 
Sometimes 43 11.6% 
Often 63 16.9% 
Very often 219 58.9% 
Missing 9 2.4% 

Use Computer at 
Work 

Never 49 13.2% 
Rarely 22 5.9% 
Sometimes 33 8.9% 
Often 55 14.8% 
Very often 208 55.9% 
Missing 5 1.3% 

 
Stage 1 54 14.5% 

2 91 24.5% 
3 69 18.5% 
4 106 28.5% 
Missing or N/A (leukemia) 51 13.7% 

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS 372 100% 
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(RQ1) How often did patients with cancer voluntarily use an electronic 
patient-reported outcome tool? 

Figure 3.6 illustrates participants’ voluntary usage of ESRA-C at various study time-

points. The “T” study time-points are higher than voluntary sessions because the research team 

member requested self-reports by email to home and/or provided a touchscreen computer in the 

clinic waiting room for each time point visit immediately preceding visit with a provider.   

Figure 3.6. Frequency of ESRA-C sessions by at both study “T” time-points and voluntary time-points. Study 
time-points are labeled T1-T4, with each successive voluntary session numbered after each “T” sessions. Voluntary 
sessions that included SQLI reports are highlighted in green. T1 took place initially at the consult prior to treatment 
start, T2 occurred at the first on-treatment visit, T3 occurred 6-8 weeks after treatment start, and T4 occurred 2-4 
weeks after the treatment end date. 
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After study time-points T1, participants initiated more voluntary sessions of ESRA-C 

than after later time-points. Most intervention group participants received a reminder phone call 

a week after study enrollment at the T1 consult to ensure that ESRA-C was working for them at 

home. Sessions that occurred a day prior to any “T” study time-points were excluded from 

analysis, as these were prompted by automated reminder emails. 

 

Table 3.2. Sessions initiated by all 372 participants and by the 289 who completed all study time-points. 

 

Completing assessments was a method by which participants could monitor symptoms on 

and engage in self-tracking. Participants took 1241 study assessments in the “Report My 

Experiences” feature. The participants began 350 voluntary sessions, 203 included SQLI 

reporting and 147 in which they viewed reports and teaching tips without making additional 

reports. Eighty-three of 372 participants did not complete the study, for an attrition rate of 22%. 

However, these participants initiated only about 10% of sessions, as shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.3. Percentage of full SDS-15 scores generated during voluntary and study time-point sessions. 

 # of Sessions with 
Full SDS-15 Scores 

# of Sessions without 
Full SDS-15 Scores 

% of Full SDS-15 Scores 
from all Sessions 

All Assessment-taking Sessions 
by those who completed study  1151 132 89.7% 

Voluntary (NonT) 
Assessment-taking Sessions 135 43 75.8% 

Study (T) 
Assessment-taking Sessions 

1016 89 91.9% 

 

  Sessions Initiated by All 
Participants (n=372) 

 Sessions by Participants 
Completing Study (n=289) 

Study Time Point Sessions (T1-T4) 1241 1105 (89.0%) 
Voluntary Assessment-Taking Sessions 203 178 (87.7%) 
Voluntary Sessions without Assessment 147 133 (90.4%) 
All Sessions 1591 1416 (89.0%) 
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ESRA-C also gave patients a choice of what SQLI questionnaires to take and whether or 

not to answer all items. As shown in Table 3.3, of the 178 voluntary assessments, 135 of these 

(75.8%) produced full SDS-15 scores from a completed assessment. The proportion of full SDS-

15 scores was, by design, significantly higher for the study time point sessions than for the 

voluntary assessment-taking sessions, by Fisher’s exact test, p < .0001). 

 (RQ2) Is voluntary use of a patient-reported outcome tool associated with 
symptom distress levels in patients with cancer? 

 To answer question RQ2, I defined three groups of voluntary use as 0, 1, and 2 or more 

voluntary uses of ESRA-C throughout the study period.  

Table 3.4. Frequency of voluntary use by all participants. Includes patients who completed study time-points and 
by those who did not. 

  All 
Completed 

study Attrition Baseline SDS-15 
End-of-Study 

SDS-15 
# of voluntary 

Sessions 
# of 

participants 
# of 

participants 
# of 

participants mean (SD) mean (SD) 

0 179 123 56 (31.3%) 25.3 (SD=7.4) 24.0 (SD=7.0) 
1 110 92 18 (19.7%) 25.4 (SD=7.0) 25.4 (SD=6.8) 
2 51 44 7 (16.0%) 23.4 (SD=6.8) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

23.0 (SD=5.8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 18 17 1 (5.9%) 
4 5 4 1 (25.0%) 
5 2 2   
6 3 3   
7 0 0   
8 2 2   
9 1 1   

10 0 0   
11 1 1   

Total Patients 372 289 83     
 

 First, I computed descriptive statistics for voluntary usage and average end of study SDS-

15 scores. Table 3.4 shows the number of participants at each level of voluntary usage. Nearly 

half of all participants (n=179) did not use the tool outside of “T” study time-points, but this 
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percentage dropped to 42.6% when accounting only for those who completed all study time-

points (n=123). Of 289 participants who completed all study time-points, 74 (25.6%) were 

frequent users with 2 or more voluntary sessions. 

 Second, I checked assumptions prior to running a one-way between-group ANOVA: 

approximately independent samples, normal distributions, and approximately equal variances. 

Participants with different levels of voluntary use were independent because they were in groups 

that were mutually exclusive. Upon visual inspection, the distribution of end-of-study SDS-15 

scores was skewed left for all three groups of voluntary usage, showing a higher proportion of 

patients with lower-than-average symptom distress. However, there were very few outliers in all 

three groups. Finally, the variance was 33.7 for participants with ≥2 voluntary uses, while it was 

48.5 for those with no voluntary use and 46.7 for those with just 1 voluntary use. Due to the 

difference in variances and the non-normal distribution, I ran the Kruskal-Wallis one-way 

ANOVA, with a result of H=6.07, d.f.=2 (p < .05). Thus, end-of-study symptom distress was not 

identical for all 3 levels of voluntary usage. Post-hoc pairwise analysis of groups with t-tests 

showed that that the group of participants with 2 or mores voluntary uses was significantly 

different from the group with only 1 voluntary use (p < .02). None of the other pairwise 

comparisons were significant. 
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Figure 3.7. Average symptom distress (SDS-15), grouped by category of voluntary usage frequency. Lines are 
purple for those who were frequent users, orange for those who used ESRA-C once, and red for those who 
had no voluntary uses. 

 

 

Average SDS-15 scores at each time point plus voluntary uses of participants who 

completed all study time-points are shown in Figure 3.7. Participants who had 2 or more 

voluntary uses also on average report lower symptom distress from T1 to T2 compared to other 

participants. However, these participants with frequent voluntary use still experienced increased 

symptom distress between T2 and T3, just as the participants with 0 or 1 voluntary use did. 
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(RQ3) What attributes of patients are associated with frequent voluntary use 
of a patient-reported outcome tool? 

 Aside from lower overall symptom distress compared to those with one use, what did the 

most frequent users have in common? Firstly, primary outcome analysis showed that 

intervention had a more robust effect on symptom distress in participants who were 50 years of 

age or older   (88). However, frequency of voluntary use, or the “dose” of the intervention, was 

not associated with age in this secondary analysis. There were no meaningful relationships 

between age, gender, stage, or end of study SDS-15 score, and the number of times that they 

voluntarily used ESRA-C. Baseline symptom distress scores were significantly higher (t= -2.47; 

p < .02) in those participants who dropped out, compared to those who completed the study. 

Discussion 
Results from this analysis show how frequently one e-PRO tool was voluntarily used in 

the intervention arm of a randomized controlled trial. About one-quarter of the 372 patients with 

cancer could be considered frequent users because they initiated 2 or more voluntary sessions of 

ESRA-C. These frequent users had significantly lower end-of-study symptom distress scores 

than those with just one use. Yet there were no demographic attributes associated with frequency 

of use that stood out.  

At first glance, it may seem incongruous that those with just one voluntary use of ESRA-

C had the higher end-of-study symptom distress than those with no voluntary uses. Perhaps those 

completing the study felt less bothered by symptom distress and had little need to log in except 

to participate in study time-points. This could also explain the spike in symptom distress scores 

between T2 and T3 for the frequent users, as shown in Figure 3.7. It is plausible that participants 
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did not use ESRA-C between study time-points unless they experienced higher symptom distress 

than what they normally experienced.  

Findings are consistent with other studies outside of the context of cancer that show 

active users of tracking tools are healthier than non-users  (94,95). Chronically ill people are also 

reported to be less e-Health-literate  (25). Thus, they might not regard Web-based interventions a 

suitable solution for them. Alternatively, they could be too ill to benefit, making it more difficult 

to provide self-tracking tools those with a higher illness burden. Børøsund and colleagues 

confirmed, after controlling for type of diagnosis and age, that the only factors significantly 

predicting active voluntary use of the e-PRO tool WebChoice were high levels of computer 

experience and not having other illnesses  (52). The WebChoice study’s findings in patients with 

breast and prostate cancer complement conclusions from this chapter’s analysis. Two-thirds of 

WebChoice users had 2 or more sessions during one year, which the authors characterized as 

frequent voluntary use  (52). Though this is unsurprising, high frequency users perceive tracking 

tools to be more useful than low frequency users  (51). Which features patients used appeared to 

been an indicator of patients’ needs. For men with prostate cancer, use of symptom assessments, 

advice, and the discussion forum was directly associated with symptom distress  (52). 

Meanwhile, symptom distress had limited impact on the use of WebChoice for women with 

breast cancer  (52). Women with breast cancer preferred discussion forums, whereas men with 

prostate cancer preferred using symptom-tracking assessments  (52). In summary, limited social 

support and depression were associated with WebChoice use for women with breast cancer, 

whereas physical symptom distress was associated with WebChoice use for men with prostate 

cancer. The only variables that were associated with frequent use by both men and women were 

previous computer experience and having additional illnesses  (52). Use of e-PRO tool 
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WebChoice revealed that lower levels of social support, higher levels of symptom distress, and 

higher depression were associated with high use of messaging with oncology nurses  (51). 

Because ESRA-C did not have a discussion forum or secure messaging, we could not 

corroborate these findings on WebChoice in this analysis. Yet use of ESRA-C did help patients 

remember to bring up issues during clinic visits, which likely was part of the intervention's 

impact on lower symptom distress at the end of the study  (88). In addition, the ESRA-C II study 

included more than twice the number of patients from a broad spectrum of cancers beyond breast 

and prostate, increasing the ability to generalize the findings. 

Perceived usefulness could have been another barrier to patients completing 

questionnaires to arrive at full SDS-15 scores. Although we did not analyze detailed data on this 

for individual patients, reasons for not completing voluntary assessments are certainly of interest. 

Possibly, participants initiating a voluntary assessment questionnaire did not feel like finishing 

all 15 questions or did not perceive that the completing the SDS-15 assessment would help them 

if the clinicians did not review the report. Another reason could be patients’ desire to focus on a 

particular symptom (e.g. depression, skin changes, or quality of life). Those who dropped out 

may have died or been so ill that they could not or did not want to finish study assessments. It is 

likely that those most burdened by symptom distress were unlikely to use the tool or complete 

the assessments. Designers of e-PRO tools must consider that patients’ symptom distress may be 

too high to finish questionnaires. ESRA-C administers validated measures and allows patients to 

choose individual SQLI items or questionnaires to report. ESRA-C does allow granular, even 

daily, approach using broad categories that are selectable and fewer question items could be 

easier to adopt and incorporate into a patient’s routine. Still, the design of the tool should 

correspond to a lower user burden, whether through passive sensor-based monitoring of signs or 
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asking fewer questions, even at the risk of compromising psychometric validation in PRO 

symptom assessments.  

Which demographic factors truly influence acceptance could have strong associations 

with the nature of the features that make up the intervention  (96). Age seemed to be a factor in 

this study, as the RCT findings also indicated a reduced symptom distress effect that was more 

robust in patients over 50 years of age  (88). However, older users were not necessarily more 

frequent users of ESRA-C than those under 50. Nevertheless, highlighting teaching tips and 

problem areas through any use of ESRA-C could make it easier for older users to raise the 

subject of problematic symptoms in face-to-face consultations. In a study conducted by Meropol, 

education level, and not age, has been shown to be associated with satisfaction with 

consultations. This trial of a Web-based communication aid delivered prior to cancer 

consultations and reported an association between patient education level and satisfaction with 

post-intervention discussions about diagnosis/prognosis, use of community services and 

communication in general. As a result, supplementing face-to-face consultations with 

communication aids like ESRA-C could be more effective in some specific demographic groups 

over others. The nature of the communication aid interventions and its relationship to which 

patients benefit from them needs to be explored further in future studies. 

 This analysis has its own limitations. I did not analyze explicit reasons for participants’ 

voluntary use whether less frequent voluntary users found the tool less acceptable or were simply 

had high symptom distress. Second, although study time-points were relative and took symptom 

distress trajectory into account, length of treatment varied based on the patient’s cancer diagnosis 

and care plan, which could have influenced usage patterns. Third, we do not have specific 

reasons for missing data from those who started but did not complete the SDS-15 assessments. 
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Fourth, it would be useful to explore which reported symptoms benefited the most from frequent 

voluntary use, rather than focusing on a general cancer symptom distress measure. 

Conclusion 
 Despite the benefits shown in research studies  (17,35,42,88), patient-reported outcome 

assessment was not an expectation of patients in cancer treatment  (40). This analysis suggests 

that keeping patients with cancer engaged with e-PRO tools at home is a worthwhile endeavor 

because it has potential to influence symptom distress. Still, we cannot assume that all patients 

with cancer will want to use e-PRO tools—or any tracking tool for that matter. We should 

consider which aspects of tracking tools for symptom monitoring in cancer care are robust and 

for what demographic of patients. In this dissertation on the whole, my goal is to converge on 

optimal design of tracking tool features that both patients and clinicians can accept and benefit 

from. Future work into tracking tool design and adoption could move us closer to establishing 

their role in standard cancer care. 
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Chapter 4 : Exploring Benefits to Self-
tracking during Cancer Care 
Introduction 

The literature contains a limited number of studies on how patients with cancer track their 

symptoms during treatment “in the wild.” To address this gap in knowledge, I analyzed study 

data on the natural tracking behaviors of 25 patients with breast cancer and their behaviors after 

deployment of a personal informatics tool with real-time tracking features to 10 of these patients. 

This tool could be considered a technology probe, which is a technology that is “deployed to find 

out about the unknown” and combines “the social science goal of collecting information about 

the use and the users of the technology in a real-world setting, the engineering goal of  field-

testing  the technology, and the design goal of  inspiring users and designers to think of new 

kinds of technology to support their needs and desires” [p.18,  (97)] and not just to evaluate 

whether a technology is effective in a prescribed setting. This type of study is particularly 

valuable for the design of consumer health technologies, which tend to be used in a variety of 

settings and where the full spectrum of users’ needs cannot be identified effectively in lab 

studies. 

To understand potential benefits of such tools, I studied the tracking behaviors of 25 

women with breast cancer. Ten of these participants had access to a real-time tracking tool that 

served as a “technology probe” to uncover behaviors and benefits from voluntary use. Findings 

showed that while patients’ tracking behaviors without a tool were fragmented and sporadic, 

behaviors with a tool were more consistent. Participants also used tracked data to see patterns 
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among symptoms feel psychosocial comfort, and improve symptom communication with 

clinicians. I conclude with design implications for future real-time tracking tools. 

Methods 
This work is a part of a larger project on the personal information management practices 

of breast cancer patients during treatment  (85,86,98-102). This analysis of 25 patients’ tracking 

behaviors came from two smaller field studies from the larger project. The methodological 

approach for both studies was similar to one used by Paepcke  (103), as most interviews and 

observations took place in the participant’s home or the clinic. This approach facilitated 

interaction with participants and enabled observations in their natural ‘work’ setting with the 

supportive artifacts they use (e.g., tracking tools, personal information collections, calendars, 

email, browser bookmarks, online communities). 

The purpose of the work presented in this chapter was to describe patients’ tracking 

behaviors as well as the benefits and barriers to tracking health issues during treatment both 

without and with a personal informatics tool that enabled symptom tracking. For the first study, I 

assessed 15 participants’ natural symptom tracking behaviors during cancer treatment “in the 

wild,” without access to the personal informatics tracking tool. During the second study, I 

investigated tracking behaviors and benefits that emerged when 10 participants used 

HealthWeaver, our personal informatics tool, that included real-time tracking features. Our 

university’s internal review board approved both studies and the study team recruited a 

convenience sample of local patients with breast cancer through flyers, and word-of-mouth. Each 

participant enrolled in only one study and all were compensated. Following are details on each 

study and the way I analyzed the data. 
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In-the-wild Study Procedures: Needs Assessment 

The overarching goal for the “in-the-wild” Study was to understand patients’ personal 

health information management needs  (98) during treatment for breast cancer. Each participant 

was followed by the study team for six weeks. Data collection included two 60-90 minutes 

interviews and observations in the home, an observation of a clinic visit, and two critical incident 

interviews over the telephone, as described in  (85). In this chapter, I refer to these “in-the-wild” 

participants as P1 through P15. 

HealthWeaver Study Procedures: Technology Deployment 

Based on findings from the in-the-wild study, the study team led participatory design 

groups  (101,102) that resulted in the development of a personal health informatics tool called 

HealthWeaver to help patients manage their personal health information during treatment. 

HealthWeaver consists of a website and a companion mobile phone application. The study team 

conducted 45-minute interviews 3 times over 4 weeks as described in  (86). The initial interview 

took place before any tool use, while the second and third interviews focused on participants’ use 

Figure 4.1. (a) Mobile and (b) Web-based versions of the HealthWeaver check-in. The check-in feature lets 
the patient track patient-selected symptom, well-being and pain issues (“metrics”) on a 0 to 4 scale. 
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of HealthWeaver for symptom tracking over the study period. In this paper, I refer to the 

HealthWeaver study participants as HW-P16 through HW-P25. 

 HealthWeaver enabled real-time tracking through a time-stamped ”self check-in” feature, 

a drain log, and a medication intake log. HealthWeaver came with a set of 4 default metrics 

(nausea, stress, energy, coping), but the user could disable any default metrics as well as add 

custom metrics relevant to her situation. In addition, the check-in feature let the user record her 

overall state, weight, blood pressure, and minutes of exercise. Users could log check-ins as 

frequently as they wish and could view graphs of their tracked metrics over time (see Figure 1 

for the web interface). Another feature, the drain log, provided a way for users to record drain 

fluid levels after surgery. Similarly, the medication intake log provided users with a way to log 

the medications they take. To learn about patients’ experiences with using a tracking tool, in this 

study the study team asked participants to use HealthWeaver to track at least 1 physical or 

psychosocial issue, but we did not prescribe how often they should check in or what issues they 

should track. 

Data Analysis 

All interviews were audio-recorded. I used open coding  (104) to identify emergent 

themes in de-identified transcripts (P1-P15) and detailed field notes from audio-recordings (HW-

P16 to HW-P25). I coded situations illustrating behavior related to self-tracking and symptom 

management to illustrate typical self-tracking behaviors, benefits, and barriers, until saturation 

was reached. I examined log data to verify usage patterns reported in interviews. During this 

analysis, I also enumerated the health issues brought up by participants during interviews and 
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clinic visits. Two study team members who collected the data verified the coding scheme and 

findings in discussions. 

Results 
In the sections that follow, I describe how participants used self-tracking to manage their 

care, both without and with a personal informatics tool. I begin by briefly describing our 

participants’ demographics and the range of health issues participants had experienced in 

comparison to the health issues they actually tracked. I then describe how patients tracked their 

symptoms “in the wild”—when they did not have access to HealthWeaver or a similar tracking 

tool. Finally, I discuss how the tracking behaviors differed for patients who were given access to 

HealthWeaver and the benefits they experienced from using the application. 

Participant Demographics 

Our participants varied in age, occupation, and education level, use of technology, and 

extent of their support networks. One participant identified herself as Hispanic, one as Native 

American, and the remaining participants identified themselves as Caucasian. Eleven participants 

were experiencing breast cancer for the first time and four were experiencing it for the second 

time. Eleven participants were receiving chemotherapy, 7 went through a surgery, 3 were 

receiving radiation therapy, and 1 was receiving hormone therapy. The 15 women who took part 

in the in-the-wild study ranged in age from 37-73 (median=53). The 10 in the HealthWeaver 

deployment study ranged in age from 48-68 (median=58). Treatments included chemotherapy, 

radiation therapy, surgery, hormonal therapy, or some combination of these. Among their 

occupations were grocery store clerk, airline operations employee, homemaker, and a retired 

biomedical researcher with advanced degrees. One participant described herself as homeless. 
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Complex Range of Symptoms Managed 

Cancer is a tremendously complex disease with a broad range of symptoms and side 

effects. Many cancer patients also have comorbidities that further complicate their health. We 

identified 47 distinct health issues that participants mentioned that they experienced during their 

care (Table 1). These health issues included physical symptoms, psychosocial problems, and 

vital signs that were out of the normal range. Although tracking such a breadth of health issues 

posed a significant challenge, a few participants did choose to track a subset of these issues with 

a tool, such as a notebook or calendar. More commonly, participants did not use tools to track 

symptoms that they had to manage, instead relying on memory. 

Table 4.1. Health issues experienced by participants (*indicates one or more participants tracked issue with a 
tool). 

Natural Self-tracking Behaviors of Patients with Breast Cancer 

Although patients with breast cancer often deal with a large number of symptoms, when 

they lack a dedicated tool to track these symptoms, their tracking behavior tends to be sporadic 

and incomplete. In this section, we present data showing that the most common practice was to 

try to keep track of symptoms by relying on one’s memory, without using any kind of tool at all. 

We then show that those participants who did use tools to track symptoms often develop their 

own idiosyncratic, self-devised systems, which were both cumbersome and incomplete. Finally, 

we argue that the chief difficulty that patients with cancer face in trying to track is the lack of 

Acid Reflux Cloudy vision Fatigue* Insomnia* Pain - Back Sores – Mouth 
Anemia Constipation Fever Loss of appetite* Pain - Bone Sore Throat 
Anxiety Dehydration Hair loss* Lump size change Pain - Headache Swelling - Arm 
Bloating Depression Heart rate Lymph edema Pain - Joints Swelling - Foot
Blood count* Diarrhea Hives* Memory deficits Pain - Leg Swelling – Seroma* 
Blood pressure* Dizziness Hot flashes* Migraines Pain - Mouth Vaginal tear / dryness 
Blood sugar* Drain fluid* Infection - Bladder Nausea* Pain - Stomach Weight gain / loss* 
Bruising Dry cough Infection - Thumb Neuropathy Rash  
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knowledge about what they should be tracking and how to track. The healthcare system typically 

offers little support in this regard.  

Patients rely on memory to track most health issues 

Patients with cancer often experience a great deal of pain, stress, and anxiety, as well as 

“chemo brain,”—all of which make it hard for them to concentrate and think clearly  (105). In 

spite of such cognitive difficulties, our participants monitored most health issues by memory. 

Although participants talked about the importance of writing health information down during 

visits to make sure no information communicated by clinicians was missed, 18 participants 

(68%) did not write down any symptoms that they experienced between clinic visits. 

During clinic visits, participants relied on memory to discuss their symptoms and other 

health issues that occurred at home. Because the time between visits varied depending on the 

phase of treatment, participants had to recall the frequency and intensity of health issues that 

occurred anywhere from a couple of days to months before. 

P5’s experience provided an illustrative example of the difficulties patients experienced 

with trying to remember symptoms. P5 and her oncologist were trying to diagnose her irregular 

heartbeat from the previous week during a clinic visit. The oncologist believed was related to P5 

not feeling well during that time but the patient could not say for sure how at that time to 

corroborate the oncologist’s theory. In addition, because P5’s irregular heartbeat was intermittent 

and they had not yet ordered an ECG, it could have been useful to know what was happening 

outside of the clinic to determine what events were co-occurring and how P5 felt in general, to 

see if the irregular heartbeat was due to stress, anemia, or some other cause. Unfortunately, P5 
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couldn’t offer the oncologist any symptom history data other than the limited information that 

she remembered. 

This incident is characteristic of others that participants experienced, in which patients’ 

secondary symptoms were challenging to diagnose because they lacked real-time data of those 

symptoms. Some participants said that it was easy to be inaccurate about how they felt in the 

past. P11 expressed that she “loses track of what happened when.” Most participants answered 

questions about past symptoms during the clinic visit from memory, but the accuracy of these 

assessments is unknown. Relying on memory by patients who experience memory deficits is 

problematic; yet it is the predominant way that patients with cancer report symptoms. 

Patients devise their own systems using familiar tools when they track 

Across both studies, 8 of 25 participants tried to track symptoms on their own using some 

kind of tool—paper or electronic. When patients used tools to track health issues, they usually 

appropriated familiar tools such as notebooks, calendars, and Microsoft Word documents, few of 

which were intended to be used to systematically track health issues in real-time. 

For a small number of highly proactive participants who tracked health issues, tracking 

was a time-consuming and not typical activity. For example, prior to her use of HealthWeaver, 

HW-P21 was in the habit of spending significant time aggregating her data from a paper-based 

journal where she tracked side effects, sleep, vitamins, food intake, medications, exercise, and 

blood sugars for diabetes. On a weekly basis, she transferred the data to Microsoft Word. When 

she had a clinic appointment, she typed up 4-6 page summaries of the data for her doctor. 

Although she estimated this effort taking 4 to 8 hours, HW-P21 found the task important enough 

to do “because I feel like the more information they [doctors] have, the better off I am going to 
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be.” She had always taken this detailed tracking approach, starting with her diabetes. HW-P21 

valued informing clinicians accurately about her symptom history enough to continue this time-

intensive, self-devised tracking system over the long term. Yet HW-P21 was unusual in the 

thoroughness of her tracking practice. 

Other participants who valued self-tracking had suboptimal systems in place and did not 

always know how to improve them. Before HW-P17 had access to HealthWeaver, her partner 

undertook tracking on her behalf by recording HW-P17’s health issues in a Microsoft Word 

document “of the size that would frighten the Word team.” The partner asked her how she was 

doing and noted when she complained. HW-P17 described her partner’s process and its 

limitations:  

“After I haven't been complaining about something for a week, she'll ask ‘are you still 

having this’ so she can draw out a pretty clear picture of when things started and stopped, but I 

don't know….There is no particular thing to remind her [the partner] that four days in a row I 

complained about X and on the fifth I didn’t.” 

HW-P17’s partner had to read back through the document every so often to prevent 

issues from slipping through the cracks. HW-P17 and her partner’s tracking system worked well 

enough to assess how HW-P17 had been doing recently. But her partner had to parse a large 

electronic document to recall HW-P17’s historical health issues, searching for specific terms that 

may have been called something else earlier. 

The self-devised tracking systems of other participants were even more fragmented and 

sporadic. P2, a diabetic going through treatment for a recurrence of breast cancer, strove to 

collect her health information in a binder (Figure 2) and jot down issues as they came up in a 
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black notebook beside her bed, but instead she ended up with many locations for this 

information. She had a computerized spreadsheet in which she sporadically recorded insulin 

levels, a health issue tracking diary in a LiveStrong handbook (Figure 2), and a Patient 

Orientation Guide where she recorded her blood pressure in chart format. P2 wanted to but had 

not yet begun using the LiveStrong diary. Some of these artifacts were at her mother’s house and 

others at her significant other’s house, limiting easy access to her tracking system. P2 was 

motivated to track and had some structured tracking tools at her disposal; yet she still had trouble 

consistently collecting all the data in one accessible place.  

Another participant, P3, had a calendar that she sometimes used to jot down dates of 

symptom occurrences (e.g., hair loss) and a journal notebook where she recorded symptom 

information in narrative form alongside other observations about her life. For many participants 

like P2 and P3, such fragmentation of previously tracked data made it difficult to reflect upon 

different aspects of how they were feeling or to re-find data when they needed to. 

Figure 4.2. Self-devised tracking tools used by P2: medication list in binder (left) and LiveStrong diary 
(right). 

 

In conclusion, self-tracking activities of participants who tracked ‘in the wild’ were time-

consuming, fragmented, and sporadic. Aggregating the tracked data for reflection remained a 
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challenge for all participants except HW-P21, but her ability to access and reflect on her data 

came at the cost of a significant time investment in her tracking process. 

Patients have little guidance in deciding what and how to track 

A major reason why patients have difficulties with tracking is that they often work out for 

themselves what they need to track and how to track it  (106,107). With cancer, knowing what to 

track is particularly difficult because there are so many possible health issues that can arise and 

some occur unexpectedly. Similarly, lacking dedicated tools, patients are left to design their own 

tracking systems, with varying success. For instance, notebooks, Word documents, and health 

diaries—such as the one used by P2—can easily capture the breadth of symptoms patients deal 

with. However, reflecting upon data in these tools was a challenge that few participants did 

successfully. 

In terms of knowing what to track, clinicians sometimes suggested that patients track 

specific health issues to gauge likelihood of infection or toxicity. For example, some participants 

were asked to track drain fluid, blood sugar, or temperature at home. However, patients often 

experienced many more symptoms than were covered by clinicians. It was patients themselves 

who figured out which additional signs and symptoms were important and which they needed to 

track systematically. 

In terms of knowing how to track, support from the clinicians was even more lacking. 

Clinicians provided some participants with formatted paper logs for tracking drains, but for most 

other health issues, patients created their own logs on paper or in a spreadsheet. HW-P23 

reflected, “Doctors do recommend it to you, but how are you going to do it? It was 

recommended in the mass amount of the paper you get at the beginning. So you read it later, and 
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they don't provide the system.” Although clinicians suggested that participants track particular 

health issues, this recommendation often came without guidance on how to track or was buried 

in the paperwork that participants took home. As a result, participants devised their own systems 

with minimal guidance from clinicians. 

Benefits of self-tracking for patients with breast cancer 

The deployment of the dedicated tracking tool in the HealthWeaver study group revealed 

relatively high usage by participants, and accordingly exposed key benefits of having access to a 

tracking tool. Some benefits directly related to the problems that patients experienced when they 

tracked on their own. First, participants used HealthWeaver frequently because tracking 

preserved important symptoms and treatment-related events without having to rely on memory. 

This tracked data allowed patients to see patterns when diagnosing problem symptoms and 

monitor issues surrounding intense health events. Second, using HealthWeaver enabled 

participants to unify tracking data with other care-related information, making it easier for them 

to track consistently and to access their tracking history. Third, because HealthWeaver came 

with a set of default and optional metrics based on our previous research, our participants had a 

starting point for figuring out what to track. Finally, regular use of HealthWeaver by participants 

also uncovered new benefits to tracking, such as better communication with clinicians and 

psychosocial comfort derived from consistent collection and occasional reflection on the data. 

HealthWeaver use was more popular than anticipated. When an easy-to-use tracking 

system was available to them, participants used it more than was required for study participation. 

Participants were only required to track 1 health issue, but ended up tracking an average of 8.8 

metrics. HealthWeaver was set up with 4 default metrics and a dozen other metrics were 
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available for them to choose from. If participants wanted to create their own custom metrics, 

they could do so by customizing the tool’s settings. Four out of the 10 participants who used 

HealthWeaver created their own custom metrics to track health issues, including “did all 

stretches”, “surgical discomfort”, and “knee pain." Some participants even employed 

workarounds to generate new custom metrics in units that weren’t supported by HealthWeaver. 

For example “took all pills” was a well-being parameter that one participant created on the 0-4 

scale, because she preferred using check-ins more than the medication log feature. These 

participants actively made their own decisions about what was useful to track and varied greatly 

in what they chose to track in HealthWeaver. 

Patients appreciated having tracking data and information related to their cancer care 

unified. HW-P18 thought that having information such as her health calendar, clinical contacts, 

and tracking data “all in one place, without shuffling any papers” was very important. HW-P21 

agreed: “I definitely feel more empowered. Instead of having 50 pieces of paper all over, I have it 

all right in front of me.” Rather than tracking on a standalone device disconnected from the rest 

of the cancer care experience, patients were able to use HealthWeaver to track symptoms and 

manage other care-related information in one place. The unification of data made it easier for 

patients to collect all the information they needed to share with clinicians during appointments 

and to feel confident they could find a piece of care related information when they needed it.  

Patients use a tracking tool to reflect on patterns and overcome memory deficits 

When patients tracked data in HealthWeaver, they could reflect on symptom patterns in 

the spirit of personal informatics. Tracked data provided better answers than relying on memory 

alone because the check-in graphs provided an interactive visual representation of historical data 
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that facilitated pattern finding. Half of HealthWeaver study participants stated how useful the 

tool was for capturing and graphing symptoms to understand and problem solve health issues. 

For example, HW-P19 thought surgery was a major enough event that she decided to 

undertake tracking. Tracking pain after surgery helped her figure out that she developed an 

infection. “So I was able to look back and see, I wasn’t feeling this bad, what’s going on now?” 

After her post-surgical drains were taken out, fluid was not being absorbed, causing swelling. 

HW-P19 was able to see the relationship between her post-surgical pain and when the swelling 

developed. When she visited her clinician, she confirmed that the cause of her pain was a 

seroma, a common side effect of surgery, as she had suspected. Given her newfound 

understanding of her symptoms, HW-P19 said she thought the check-in graphs were the most 

valuable HealthWeaver feature. 

Another participant, HW-P23, tracked her symptoms during radiation therapy. She knew 

extreme fatigue was a common side effect of radiation, but she often had insomnia as well. She 

started tracking sleep and fatigue to see if they were related: “How am I gonna figure out what 

[the fatigue] related to, but if I put down did I have a bad night or not, then I can see it's pretty 

clearly related to that [sleeplessness] rather than radiation.” Although she said she suspected it 

before, “it was more black and white there [on the HealthWeaver graph], so that was useful.” 

Patients use tracking to support communication with clinicians 

Regular tracking with HealthWeaver enabled participants to recall symptoms during 

clinic visits and discuss specific health issues with clinicians. Participants were able to capture 

symptoms and their intensity on a regular basis close to the time that the symptom occurred. 

Thus, they could provide a more accurate picture of symptom history to their clinicians. In one 
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case, HW-P17 had an appointment with the oncologist coming up, so she had been trying to 

carefully monitor her symptoms. Because she was in a 2-week break from chemo, her symptoms 

had changed and she wanted to accurately recall these changes. HealthWeaver enabled her to 

share her symptoms with her doctor. Also, having a concrete tracking history of a particularly 

troublesome symptom—hip pain—helped her clinician address it more readily: 

“It was very useful for me to be able to lay out what was going on to my doctor, to show 

this is what's happening. I was able to show her that my hip was getting worse over time and that 

she should take it a little more seriously, [given] the fact I had it [tracked data] for day after day 

after day and I could show her what was going on.” 

HW-P23 also thought tracking would be beneficial for supporting communication with 

her doctor, especially because her clinic visits were often weeks apart, and without a tool, she 

could not accurately answer her doctor’s questions about how she had been doing. In addition, 

HW-P18 pointed out that having access to HealthWeaver on the smartphone was particularly 

valuable to her during clinic visits. This access increased her confidence that she could answer 

any question the clinician might ask because she could easily look up the information she was 

asked about.  

In summary, a tracking system such as HealthWeaver supported communication with 

clinicians in three ways: by enabling patients to keep accurate and concrete data about their 

symptoms, by helping them preserve symptom history over long periods of time, and by giving 

patients confidence that they can accurately answer clinicians’ questions during appointments 

even if they had not prepared the needed information in advance. 
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Patients take psychosocial comfort in regular tracking 

Finally, even patients who are not looking to resolve specific health issues derive 

psychosocial benefit from using tracking tools. HW-P17, for example, found tracking in 

HealthWeaver helpful for her emotional wellbeing, specifically for reminders that she still had 

positive moments even when things were going poorly. She relayed the benefit she saw in 

tracking: 

“This might be really goofy, but adding something good that happened, any good news, 

might be helpful to go back and remember that there have been improvements [good things 

happening]. I usually summarize, so you can look over the last couple of weeks and see how 

things are going…Day to day it doesn’t look like much has changed but then you look back after 

a couple of weeks and you see, ‘oh cool, there has actually been an improvement, or even it’s 

getting worse, you know you need to push it. Being encouraged to log every day and be able to 

see a summary of those logs isn't the part I would have thought would be the coolest, but really 

has been the part I relied on the most.” 

HW-P23 also found herself relying on HealthWeaver’s tracking features to capture how 

she was feeling. She liked the journal and used it to track her exercise as well as to record 

experiences—the “ups and downs” of cancer: 

“If I had it for the whole year, it would have been really useful. It was a roller coaster, 

overwhelming at times, from the beginning. Tracking helps with that, with the ups and downs.” 

Cancer treatment is a psychologically difficult experience, and one potential benefit of 

tracking is to highlight positive moments interspersed with the inevitable challenging periods. 
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For patients dealing with a life-threatening illness, awareness of the good aspects of their lives 

serves as an important source of comfort. 

Discussion
Although self-tracking is very difficult for patients with cancer to initiate, it could be 

more beneficial than anticipated. Although the study team that designed HealthWeaver had a 

minimal preconception of how the tracking feature should work, users overcame inherent 

barriers that patients encountered trying to track symptoms on their own. Nearly all 

HealthWeaver users were motivated enough to engage in more self-tracking than required, which 

in turn fostered enjoyment of these unexpected benefits. 

Characterizing a Complex Symptom Burden 

Designers and developers of real-time tracking tools for patients with cancer need the 

ability to understand the great burden of a life with symptoms related to disease and treatment. In 

Chapter 4, participants with breast cancer related that it took great effort to track symptoms, and

they also acknowledged benefits from tracking symptoms in real time.. The process requires a 

choice from many symptoms they may experience of what to track, and then follow through as 

Table 4.2. Summary of key findings and related implications for tracking tool design. 

Summarized findings Implication from HealthWeaver tracking feature use 
In-the-wild: barriers to tracking  

Limited clinical guidance Pre-populated metrics helped patients decide what to track. 
Fragmentation of data Patient preferred unified information on cancer care in one system. 
Time & energy burden Ease of use enabled from intuitive, aesthetic, multimodal interface. 
With HealthWeaver: benefits to tracking  

Augmented memory Patients did their own reflection and customized metrics to remember trends. 
Psychosocial comfort Patients owned the tracking process and took comfort in routine. 
Communication support with clinicians Patients could show tracking data to clinicians and help prioritize symptoms.
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they occur. Although HealthWeaver supports real-time tracking in the technical sense through 

time-stamped check-ins, most participants did not utilize the tool to report immediate symptoms. 

Other studies have shown that, despite the best of intentions, making a decision to track specific 

metrics generally does not correlate with actually self-tracking  (77). Given all the symptoms that 

people with cancer experience, it is difficult for them to determine on their own which metrics 

are worthy of tracking, particularly when data entry is manual rather than passive. It is also 

challenging to analyze and interpret the very noisy channel of information that is the result of 

passive monitoring. Further, ethical implications of passive monitoring include revealing 

potentially the patients’ uncomfortable patterns of symptoms and activities. 

A limitation of this work is that, while HealthWeaver can theoretically support time-

stamped self-tracking in real time as symptoms occurred, participants tracked daily or 

sporadically. This may have resulted HealthWeaver’s design limitations, such as all new metrics 

being calibrated on a 0 to 4 scale. Additionally, the check-in entry screen displaying a full page 

of web form fields such as minutes of exercise and sleep did not get filled out for many patients. 

Future design adaptations could support more in-the-moment data capture through effective and 

intuitive interface elements, rather than through cumbersome HTML forms commonly 

implemented on the web and mobile versions of HealthWeaver  (101). 

Self-Tracking Behaviors Gravitate towards the Familiar and Easy 

Findings on participants’ tracking behaviors in the wild correspond to those from the Pew 

Report “Tracking for Health.” Seven in 10 Americans track health indicators in some way  (26). 

Of these tracking individuals, 34% used paper tools, 5% used a computer program, 1% used a 

website, 7% used an app or mobile tool, and 8% used a medical device. Half of these tracking 
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individuals did not use any tracking tools at all (26), supporting the finding in this chapter that 

patients with cancer rely heavily on their memory to track symptoms  (108).  

Ideally, tracking tools for cancer, or any serious illness, capture the following information 

in as close to real time as possible: (1) variability of symptoms; (2) mood states over time; (3) 

behaviors over time; (4) cyclical patterns; and (5) co-occurrence of symptoms, environmental 

conditions, and psychological states  (39). Akin to capturing the categories of data collected in 

ecological momentary assessments and interventions described in Chapter 2, obtaining a detailed 

picture of a person’s health requires either a heavy data entry burden on the patient to report how 

they are doing. Alternatively, patients wearing devices or download sensing mobile apps that 

employ sophisticated algorithms analyzing multiple messy streams of passive data. For most 

people without smartphones or the knowledge of the value of an app that works to help improve 

their health, finding a viable solution is quite a challenge. With so many choose from, it is not 

surprising that even the savvy among us have trouble separating the worthwhile apps from those 

that have limited use  (79). Clinicians could fill this gap by prescribing valuable apps (or 

“suggesting” choices to allay concerns about medical liability or malpractice suits). 

Upfront investment in tracking tools and their maintenance—in terms of time and 

expense—are costly for both clinicians and patients. The perception that self-tracking is a 

burdensome endeavor prevents either party from considering incorporation of the practice. The 

benefits patients experienced through use of HealthWeaver also correspond to the Pew survey on 

tracking tool use: 46% said self-tracking changed their overall approach to health, 40% asked 

new questions or sought a second opinion, and 34% said that self-tracking affected their 

treatment decision. Despite these promising numbers 37% said that self-tracking had no effect on 

their lives  (26). As a result, approaches to self-tracking tool development should evolve to help 
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those who receive minimal or no benefit from self-tracking. Note that these statistics do not 

apply to cancer only, a context that is quite different situation than for the general population. 

Conclusion 
People with cancer experience a broad range of symptoms during treatment, and do not 

always see the benefits of real-time tracking. In the wild, participants with breast cancer rarely 

invested time in the tracking process, and those who did typically made do with fragmented and 

sporadic self-devised systems. Almost all participants with breast cancer were not aware of the 

benefits of tracking prior to participating in the study where we deployed HealthWeaver as a 

technology probe. Participants who used the program augmented their memories, supported 

communication with clinicians, and derived psychosocial comfort from tracking. Due to its 

positive aesthetic, customizable metrics, and opportunities it provided for reflection, we found 

that HealthWeaver motivated participants, with or without clinicians, sufficiently to make the 

effort to track symptoms—. Further investigation into cancer diagnoses, stages, and treatments 

that can best be served by self-tracking—and how to ensure that well-designed tools are 

accessible and used—will help patients realize their full benefit during cancer treatment. When 

carefully designed, such tools could help patients to better manage their treatment, communicate 

with their providers, and maintain control over their care and their lives. 
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 “Medicine strives for causal simplicity.” 

- Kathryn Montgomery Hunter  (109) 
 
  

The relationship between the patient and the clinician has potential to be fundamentally 

altered when the patient uses a tracking tool to document symptoms and details of their care 

particularly one with monitoring or sharing features. Instead of clinic visits serving as the only 

information source about the patient’s condition, tracking tools that gather patient-generated data 

can foster clinicians’ continuous understanding of the patient’s condition including. For patients 

with cancer, tracking tools could support symptom management, self-care, and communication. 

In this dissertation, I studied two tracking tools—ESRA-C, an e-PRO tool, and HealthWeaver, a 

personal informatics tracking tool, to understand how often such tools are voluntarily used by 

patients in cancer care, what benefits are experienced from their use, and how attributes of 

patients (e.g., symptom distress) relate to use and benefit. 

To understand further what drives use and acceptance of tracking tools, this chapter 

covers existing theoretical frameworks and a new conceptual model that could influence the 

design of future tracking tools. Existing conceptual models help inform explanations for low use 

and acceptance of tracking tools in today’s clinical environment. As a result, I developed a new 

model that incorporates outside empirical literature and includes findings from secondary 

analyses from Chapters 3 and 4. 
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Theories of Technology Acceptance Applied to Tracking 
Tool Use 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)  (110,111), the continued use model  (112) 

and its derivatives  (112) from the management science literature can help us understand 

patients’ tracking tool use. Aspects of health status and treatment decisions likely influence 

patients’ decisions on what is useful to track. Empirically grounded theories can explain 

motivations and barriers to self-tracking and inform patient-centered principles that designers 

should follow to develop tracking tools for patients. In this section, I will explain these 

foundations and relevant extensions of these theories. 

Figure 5.1. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). In the original TAM theory from the management science 
literature, perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU). PEOU positively influences PU, according 
to TAM.

 

The original TAM was derived from the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), which 

suggests that a person who intends to undertake an action is likely to actually carry out that 

action, which is also referred to as behavioral intention  (113). Although both TRA and TAM 

assume rational decision-making, TAM theorizes that one’s intention to voluntarily use a 

technology plays a vital role in their actual use of it. In the original TAM, belief factors that are 

the most predictive of the decision to use a technology are perceived usefulness (PU) and 

perceived ease of use (PEOU). PEOU positively influences PU, according to TAM. Mediating 
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factors of behavioral intention such as age and gender have been described in many extensions to 

TAM, such as the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)  (110). The 

UTAUT also defines variables such as age, gender, experience, voluntariness of use, expected 

performance, expected effort, social influence, and facilitating conditions as influencing 

intention to use a technology tool, these factors mediate the theory that human beings are not 

rational actors. 

Figure 5.2. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology. 

TAM and its successors have been used to predict adoption of electronic medical records 

and telemedicine by clinicians  (114), provider-delivered e-Health applications  (46) and patient 

use of consumer health information technologies  (115). Although TAM extensions could be 

used to predict one-time adoption, understanding the use of tracking tools by cancer patients 

demands application of continued use technology acceptance models. Because tracking health 

issues over time yields the most benefit, relevant theories must explain how to motivate 
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continued use of tracking tools. For example, entering weight into a tracking tool once is not as 

helpful for reflection as much as capturing weight daily over a multi-week period. The continued 

use model by Kim and Malhotra expands upon TAM by instantiating causal links between 

PEOU, PU, intention to use IT, and actual use of IT at different times  (112). This model 

addresses how intent to use IT evolves over time. If the first few uses of a tracking tool are 

perceived as a chore without benefit to one’s health, then patients will likely abandon the 

tracking tool.  

TAM itself is a parsimonious theory, but it does not explain what designers and 

developers should optimize to encourage patients’ acceptance of tracking tool technologies. 

Thus, researchers have extended TAM in the healthcare context to predict adoption of different 

Figure 5.3. Continued Use Technology Acceptance Model  (116). Prior use of a tool at T0 generates perceptions 
about ease of use and usefulness, intention, and actual use at T1 that theoretically influences intention the next time 
one intends to use the tool at T2.   
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types of technology by healthcare professionals  (47,117-120). Others have used TAM-related 

theories to determine whether patients will accept e-Health technologies delivered by providers  

(46,47,115,121,122). These studies often take the perspective of the behavioral intention of the 

patient (e.g. health information-seeking behavior) and subjective environmental norms along 

with perceived usefulness and ease of use, as factors in whether a patient uses a technology. 

However, researchers in this area provide minimal detail about what makes technology perceived 

to be easy to use or useful. Designers and developers do not have guidelines to clearly define 

requirements for its use. 

Rather than focusing on perception of technology as a key driver, Van Gemert-Pijnen 

advocates that patients adopt a holistic approach to e-Health acceptance  (25). A review of 

existing e-Health frameworks demonstrated that many focus on identifying individual, 

organizational, and technological dimensions that contribute to acceptance and impact of the e-

Health technology  (25). Many of these frameworks are developed from the fields of human-

computer interaction (HCI), health services, and management science. In general, the HCI 

frameworks suggest that a participatory approach involving multiple stakeholders including 

patient, clinician, payer, and healthcare organization management will lead to a more acceptance. 

Based on these attributes, health services and management science approaches typically highly 

emphasize a summative evaluation that relates to overall technology acceptance or success 

outcomes. However, specific e-Health technologies vary quite widely in how frameworks can be 

applied. Systems designers and developers of patient-driven tracking tools certainly need to 

involve patients and clinicians, and be aware of payers and healthcare organizations constraints 

that deliver cancer care to define what supports—and enhances—patients’ perceived ease of use 

and perceived usefulness of any given tracking tool.  
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Figure 5.4. Integrated model of technology acceptance and user satisfaction  (123). Factors influencing object-
based beliefs (information quality and system quality) lead to object-based attitudes (information satisfaction and 
system satisfaction), which influence a user’s behavioral beliefs about usefulness and ease of use of an IT system. 

 

In contrast to TAM’s focus on predicting information technology adoption through 

behavioral intention, the field of information science is more focused on improvements in user 

satisfaction as a predictor of a technology’s success. As a result, attributes of information system 

design affect users’ adoption. Integrating technology acceptance and user satisfaction models, 

Wixom differentiates object-based attitudes and beliefs that a user has about IT from the 

behavioral beliefs that lead to intention to use it. This integrated model is represented in Figure 

5.4, which explains how the attributes of an IT system can influence beliefs about the IT system 

and ultimately intention to use it. Identifying attributes of tracking tools that impact usage by a 

specific population can be a practical path to understanding how to design them. 

Clinicians, researchers, and even technology companies develop frameworks to better 

understand uptake of specific components of e-Health interventions  (124,125), electronic 

symptom-reporting  (126), chronic care interventions  (127), and personal health records (PHR) 
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integrated with the electronic health record (EHR)  (49). Han applied Johnson’s Comprehensive 

Model of Information Seeking (CMIS)  (128) to determine three main groups of factors that 

influence interactive cancer communication system use  (124): demographics, psychosocial 

needs, and disease-related factors. Although the extension of CMIS explained why cancer 

patients used a specific tool in their cancer journey, the framework focuses on only dimensions 

of the patient, rather than aspects of the technology or the clinician using the communication 

system. However, none of these frameworks specifically separate what aspects of patient-

generated data and the technology capturing the data need to be taken into consideration. 

Theoretical frameworks fall short of identifying factors contributing to acceptance of any 

particular tracking tool by patients and cancer care clinicians. Frameworks such as TAM  (129) 

and its derivations do not effectively describe technological elements whose objectives include 

capture, presentation, and sharing of patient-generated health data. The Stage-Based Model of 

Personal Informatics  (77) focuses on tracking tool acceptance but does not adequately describe 

enough factors that designers should consider when defining characteristics of tracking tools, and 

doesn’t involve clinician team members with an interest in interpreting patient- tracked data. 

Other theories about chronic illness interventions like the Chronic Care Model include 

the broad health system and community as settings for care-based interventions  (127). If 

tracking tool use is viewed as clinical intervention, self-management support that it provides 

should certainly fit into the patient’s everyday life and clinical workflow. However, I argue that 

to be informative for patients, clinicians, and tool developers, a theoretical framework for use of 

tracking tools in cancer care should incorporate unique aspects of tracking tool design, adhere to 

patients’ needs in the context of their lives, and have clinically relevant goals. For both patients 

and clinicians to use and accept the tracking tool, we need to identify the breadth of goals before 
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tracking tools can gain widespread acceptance. Acceptance of tracking tools cannot be easily 

understood in isolation from the usefulness of the data that it collects. 

Conceptualizing a Model of Tracking Tool Use in Healthcare 
 Chapter 2 described the differences between various types of Patient-Driven and 

Clinician/Researcher-Driven tracking tools. In this section, I provide a conceptual model to 

visualize the context of the clinical setting and symptom communication flow when each type of 

tracking tool is used. The diagrams in Figure 5.5 depict four different scenarios in which 

symptoms are communicated to a clinician: (1) memory-based (default scenario), (2) personal 

informatics tracking tool (patient-driven scenario), (3) patient-reported outcome (PRO) or 

ecological momentary assessment (EMA) tracking tool (researcher/clinician-driven scenario), 

and (4) newly proposed tracking tool (future scenario). 
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Figure 5.5. Model of Use of Tracking Tools by Patients and Clinicians (MUTT-PC).  

 

The memory-based symptom communication scenario in Figure 5.5(1) is quite common. 

Half of all American self-trackers—one-third of the population—monitor health indicators only 

“in their heads”  (26), so clinic visits become the main source of symptom communication for 

most clinicians. For example, internal medicine clinicians elicit patients’ chief complaints, ask 

for a history of the present illness, and undertake a review of systems  (130). During the process 

of asking questions and conducting the physical exam, internal medicine physicians are able to 
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draw out current symptoms, but rely on patients to accurately recount symptoms that occur 

between visits. As discussed in Chapter 2, this process is subject to recall bias and other 

cognitive distortions. 

The second scenario, shown in Figure 5.5(2), is one in which the patient uses a personal 

informatics tracking tool outside of the clinic visit to inform communication during the clinic 

visit.  With Quantified Self, a movement encouraging self-tracking, in full force, people are 

initiating health-related tracking outside of clinics and hospitals. Of all American self-trackers 

studied, 34% use paper, 5% percent use computer programs, 1% use websites or other online 

tools, and 7% use apps  (26). Thus, Quantified Self may still be considered a “fringe” movement  

popularized among tech enthusiasts, hobbyists and educated individuals with chronic illness  (). 

Additionally, studies that prove that personal informatics tracking tools lead to better health 

outcomes are rare  (75). However, one recent Mayo Clinic study showed that Fitbit physical 

activity tracking among heart disease patients decreased hospital readmission rate  (132). The 

clinic’s heavy involvement in procuring and distributing Fitbits made the study possible, as well 

as clinicians recruited to review the data. Scenarios are quite different where individuals chooses 

to purchase a tracking tool or create one with previously owned media/software, yet symptom 

communication during the clinic visits typically occurs just as it did in the default scenario. 

Importantly, the patient might feel more informed and able to communicate tracked symptoms 

accurately. Thus, if patients are empowered, they may bring tracked data to clinic visits, although 

such data might not be reviewed by clinicians on a tight schedule. 

  A third scenario, shown in Figure 5.5(3), occurs when a clinician-manager or researcher 

integrates a Patient-Reported Outcome (PRO) or Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) tool 

into clinical workflow to help facilitate a dialogue about symptoms and self-management 
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between patients and clinicians during the clinic visit. Here, a patient typically receives specific 

instruction on when and how to use the tracking tool and in some cases is given a tracking 

device, which can be tablet or phone-based or can use software apps on their own mobile device 

or computer. Due to the nature of PRO and EMA tools, patients answer questionnaires to 

generate a score or take measurements to populate the tracking tool. There is not always a choice 

of questionnaires or measurements to be filled out, and requirements of some EMA/PRO tools 

are perceived to be onerous, as described in Chapter 2. However, the clinician receives validated 

information about the patient’s symptom status, which in turn allows the clinician to make more 

informed clinical decisions  (130).  

Finally, in the future proposed scenario shown in Figure 5.5(4), the patient and clinician 

collaborate, using tracking tools for symptom communication. Here, the tracking tool is a 

symptom communication aid during the clinic visit. First of all, it provides feedback to patients 

on how to manage problematic symptoms both in and outside the clinic, as ESRA-C had done 

and the PRO/EMA scenario illustrated. Second, it could provide a summary patient symptom 

report to clinicians inside the clinic, as ESRA-C and other patient-reported outcome tools do. 

Third, the tracking tool could gather in-the-moment symptom data from the patient outside of the 

clinic, which happens in the personal informatics scenario and EMA/PRO scenario as well. 

Thoughtfully designed tracking tools can facilitate supportive and collaborative 

communication between patients and clinicians. What makes this scenario unique is that 

feedback to patients—and clinicians’ suggestions of high-priority clinically relevant 

symptoms—is incorporated continuously throughout the interaction cycle. Specifically, during 

the clinic visit, the patient and clinician collaboratively discuss symptoms currently bothering the 

patient, signs and symptoms the clinician observes, symptoms the clinician expects to be 
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problematic for the patient in the near future, and how the patient can manage symptoms at 

home. This future scenario also has the clinician providing feedback outside of the clinic in cases 

when it is clinically necessary. Clinicians can assess clinical necessity using a quality of life 

dashboard of a patient population (a feature of some electronic medical records or practice 

management software suites). More sophisticated but technically difficult solutions for 

assessment of clinical necessity would include alerts generated from remote monitoring data 

passing a previously specified threshold. 

One caveat to heed on passive remote monitoring: alert fatigue is a common complaint of 

clinicians when using computer-based decision aids based on PRO assessments  (30). To help 

busy clinicians, dashboard visualizations could provide quick and accurate insight into a large 

population of patients’ symptom conditions. These visualizations would have to be designed to 

be quickly reviewed but also trustworthy in representation of the underlying data.  

MultiTrack: A Conceptual Model of Tracking Tools 
Technology acceptance model-derived theories described earlier do not provide a basis 

for understanding of both technology attributes and context that facilitates voluntary use and 

acceptance by patients and clinicians. To address the deficits of the conceptual models for 

tracking tools described earlier, I developed a conceptual model that incorporates clinician’s 

perspectives and explicitly separates attributes of the data and tracking tools. This new 

conceptual model describes dimensions of four major components of self-tracking in healthcare: 

(1) the patient, (2) the clinician, (3) the tracking tool, and (4) data captured. Each component has 

several key dimensions to consider in terms of design tradeoffs. Taking these dimensions into 

account for appropriate use cases could increase the likelihood that patients and clinicians use 
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and accept the tracking tool for symptom management in cancer care. Ideally, patients would 

reveal their health priorities from specific metrics that they collect in tracking tools, and 

clinicians can prioritize clinically relevant metrics for patients to track. Both parties would have 

to accept the tracking tool if the tool were to be effective and clinically relevant. In the following 

sections, I describe dimensions of the four components: patient, clinician, tracking tool, and 

captured data. 

Figure 5.6. Conceptual Model of Tracking Tools that collect patient-generated health data. The curved arrows 
between the patient and the clinician represent the continuous healing relationship the clinician and patient should 
both foster whether a tracking tool is used or not. The tracking tool and the data it collects are meant to support the 
relationship between the clinician and patient. Tracking tools that are used to monitor patients’ signs and symptoms 
between visits still might not be accepted by either the patient or the clinician. 
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Patient Dimensions 

Patients have attributes that lend themselves to using tracking tools related to 

demographics, technology, and their health. These tools should strive to enhance the patient’s 

wellbeing first and foremost. Tool use by itself is not a measure of its success for health 

purposes. Factors that influence a patient’s decision to use a tracking tool during cancer care that 

are health-related, demographic, and technology-related are detailed in the following sections. If 

these factors are not developed with careful forethought, patients could remain uninformed about 

which self-care management practices are worthwhile for their condition. Focusing on these 

factors could help patients feel a greater sense of control over their illness when using tracking 

tools. 

Health-Related Factors 

Health-related factors have a major impact on what patients feel like and whether they 

derive benefit from use of tracking tools  (41). Two such factors that affect use in particular are 

symptom distress and disease state. 

Symptom Distress 

Patients have varying levels of symptom distress over the course of treatment, which can 

impact use of tracking tools. High symptom distress might leave patients physically unable or 

too fatigued to use a tracking tool. In Chapter 3, I described low symptom distress associated 

with relatively frequent use of the e-PRO tool ESRA-C. Results were inconclusive about whether 

a high range of symptom distress or a sharp increase prompted someone with relatively low 

baseline symptom distress to voluntarily use ESRA-C. Though further exploration is needed to 

determine when and how symptom distress plays a role in voluntary use of tracking tools, 
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promising study results suggest an association between level of symptom distress and frequency 

of use. 

A Norwegian study found that some breast and prostate cancer patients using an 

interactive tailored health assessment tool called WebChoice were too ill to benefit, and thus 

used it less frequently than expected  (52). In a study looking at user perceptions of the initial 

ESRA-C system (preceding the ESRA-C system used in Chapter 3)  (133), more symptomatic 

patients with cancer found ESRA-C less acceptable. In addition, Han’s investigation of 

characteristics of users of a system called CHESS concluded that such disease-related factors as 

symptom distress, factored into interactive health communication system use  (124). The 

framework resulting from the work mentioned earlier in Chapter 2 focuses on only patient 

dimensions related to tool usage, despite the influence of both the data collected and the tool 

itself. 

One strategy to mitigate the problems of data entry during periods of high symptom 

distress calls for patients to enlist caregivers to record physical or psychosocial symptoms. A 

caregiver who uses a tracking tool on a patient’s behalf might have to perceive or ask about 

symptoms rather than having the ability to record symptoms as they happen. Regardless of the 

caregiver’s role, it is worthwhile to consider patients’ symptom distress as a factor influencing 

tracking tool use and acceptance. Patients could be too debilitated by high symptom distress to 

engage in self-tracking or, conversely, motivated to troubleshoot difficult symptoms. Patient 

burden and lack of awareness of availability are clearly obstacles to tracking tool use. Patients 

with cancer are often too overcome with a broad range of symptoms to research what benefits 

can be derived from initiating tracking tools use  (108). In the study in Chapter 4, participants 

tracked a limited set of symptoms, if any. Altogether, participants described suffering from 47 
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signs and symptoms during the course of breast cancer treatment. Thirty-two percent of these 

participants tracked thirteen symptoms in a tool. Most often the tool was familiar and informal, 

such as a paper calendar, a spreadsheet or a Microsoft Word document. 

In summary, symptom distress affects the motivation and ability of patients to undertake 

self-tracking, even with knowledge of benefit. When people have debilitating symptom distress, 

they conserve energy for activities that are more basic to their lives. Particularly without social 

support, self-tracking could feel like a joyless chore not central to one’s wellbeing  (134). 

Disease State 

Disease state refers to the number and quantity of health conditions of a patient. Based on 

findings from Chapter 4, patients with multiple well-managed chronic conditions that are under 

control are more likely to be able to track and manage cancer in addition to other life functions. 

In one example a woman with diabetes was used to tracking and summarizing her progress in 

Word for her primary care physician. After receiving a diagnosis of cancer, she was able to 

easily track symptoms. However, her case was atypical of most people with other multiple 

conditions. One study found that a high number of health conditions could be associated with 

lower use of interactive health communication tools  (124). This trend corresponds to studies on 

self-tracking in diabetics, a condition that is commonly tracked. Blondon showed that people 

with diabetes are 24% less likely to be smartphone users, even when adjusted for age, race, SES, 

and ethnicity  (134); they more often used traditional methods of tracking health metrics, such as 

pen and paper  (134). 

People who have to manage comorbid chronic conditions are likely to have anxiety and 

other psychosomatic manifestations of their disease state. Patients in other studies disliked using 
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tools that were a “constant reminder” of their ill health  (39). Similar findings emerged from 

Grimsbø’s interviews with patients suffering from cancer (which were analyzed as a 

“bricholage” quilt of findings)  (51). Patients worry when they feel unwell—and might choose to 

socially isolate themselves—and when tracking tools use numbers and risk profiles that show 

them in a terrible disease state. According to Grimsbø: 

“Discovering unwanted statistical information about diagnosis, survival rates and 

prognosis ‘upset’ and ‘worried’ some of the cancer patients in our study. When they became 

worried, they also felt alone. It became apparent to them that they were only interacting with a 

computer program, and there was no one to calm them down, support them or offer comfort in 

that period of anxiety that the unwanted information from WebChoice had created.” 

Use of tracking tools in such a way could degenerate into a self-perpetuating cycle—

leading to abandonment of the tool rather than acceptance, or anxiety instead of wellness. When 

tracking tools reflect back illness to chronically ill people (sometimes in more concrete terms 

than they actually should be reflected), without informing a clinician or caregiver of signs and 

symptoms over time, the benefits to patients using the tracking tool could deteriorate into a 

psychological trigger. Clinicians’ monitoring patient-generated health data of the seriously ill is 

more desirable, with appropriate thresholds for alerting of dangerous signs and symptom levels. 

In addition, caring, well-informed, honest explanations should frame the tracking tool charts and 

recommendations. When tracking tools like ESRA-C also provide contingency instructions, 

patients are likely to realize more benefit than absolute use suggests. People likely become more 

aware of symptoms they should communicate about with clinicians because the tool subtly 

reminds them. A basic tracking tool like ESRA-C can nudge people into proper symptom 

communication or self-management practices. This explanation could account for why a 
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randomized controlled trial showed an association between voluntary patient-centered use of 

ESRA-C and lowered symptom distress  (88). 

In summary, health-related factors can prove to be a strong motivator as well as an 

obstacle to effective self-tracking. 

Personal Demographic Factors 

A large number of such personal demographic factors as age, gender, socioeconomic 

status (SES), educational attainment, race, geographic region, marital status, number of children 

can influence tracking tool usage  (134,26,52,27). Meanwhile, informatics researchers 

conducting empirical investigations into e-PRO tool usage among different sub-groups have 

uncovered associations between tool usage and demographics  (52). In this section, I discuss age, 

gender, and SES—three demographic factors that influence use and acceptance of health-related 

tracking tools. 
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Table 5.1. Pew “Tracking for Health” survey results (26). 
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Age 

People are considerably more likely to track their health in some way as they get older  

(134,26). As shown in Table 5.1, middle-aged and elderly people use paper for self-tracking and 

are unlikely to utilize technology for this purpose  (26). Young people between 18 and 29 were 

more likely to own a smartphone, but tracked health indicators the least  (134,26) . When they 

did track health, the medium of choice for this age group was likely to be computer-based (i.e., a 

mobile app or a computer program)  (26). However, in Kaiser Permanente’s patient portal usage 

study, educated older adults with “sufficient computer access to request a password” were more 

likely to log into the patient portal than younger users, presumably due to greater healthcare and 

self-management needs  (135).  

The primary research question from Chapter 3 showed age being directly associated with 

use of ESRA-C, the e-PRO tool investigated in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. The majority of 

older participants who used ESRA-C did so 1-2 times, so even relatively low “dose” of an e-

PRO tool can be effective.  Potentially, this means that older patients with cancer could benefit 

from even minimal self-tracking on their own. Perhaps participants could react to teaching tips 

and remember to bring up bothersome symptoms during clinic visit conversations  (55). This 

communication effect was similar in the earlier version of ESRA-C  (17), in which user studies 

showed that older users (> 60 years of age) were more likely to find ESRA-C to be more 

acceptable than younger users in terms of time required to complete assessment questionnaires  

(133). As people age, they may feel a greater need to use health-related self-tracking for 

managing chronic illness. It is possible that older patients felt that they could use a technology 

with a straightforward design that allowed taking assessments, isolated poorly understood 

symptoms, and provided teaching tips for taking action. In addition, ESRA-C follows 508-
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compliant guidelines for people with disabilities in terms of color contrast and readability  (136). 

People with dexterity impairments are more able to use a straightforward website on a computer 

than type in an app loaded on a small touch-sensitive smartphone. In addition, even the earlier 

version ESRA-C found to be acceptable by older users required little (if any) configuration  

(133). One caveat to note on ESRA-C acceptability study results is a ceiling effect, as most 

respondents rated ESRA-C’s acceptability to be quite high (4 out of a 5-point Likert scale)  

(133).  

Smartphone self-tracking apps are unlikely to reach the many chronically ill older people, 

as the elderly are far less likely to use smartphones  (134,137,79). Yet some medical futurists 

suggest that remote monitoring and self-tracking with smartphones could eventually replace 

doctors’ visits  (138). Following this line of reasoning, many developers have created simple yet 

sophisticated smartphone apps that facilitate tracking of health indicators by chronically ill 

people. Still, there are opportunities for improvement. Although smartphone use currently 

decreases with age, 16% of Americans 51 to 64 years of age own smartphones. This group is 

experiencing the second fastest growth rate in smartphone ownership  (139). 

In summary, before we decide which tracking tools are likely to be accepted by elderly 

users, we must consider potential physical or cognitive impairments. In addition, we cannot 

assume that the majority of people who benefit from tracking tools will own smartphones, and it 

will be necessary, therefore, to continue to develop apps for a variety of platforms. 

Socioeconomic Status (SES) 

SES is a challenging demographic factor to consider when designing tracking tools. 

Chronic conditions such as diabetes and kidney disease strike low SES groups at a 
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disproportionately high rate  (140). Barriers to tracking tool use are compounded because 

disparities in health-related technology use are quite pronounced in this population. Before 

contemplating acceptance, many informatics researchers are struggling with how to encourage 

initial use among a population characterized by low health and technical literacy  (135,141-143). 

Even with Internet access, low SES individuals have far lower rates of logins and active use of 

patient portals  (135), interest in telemedicine consultation  (143), and adoption of health self-

management technologies  (141). People with low SES have major constraints that prevent them 

from seeing tracking tools as healthy activity: (1) difficulty learning about and trusting health-

related technologies  (143); (2) lack of regular Internet access  (144); (3) low rates of smartphone 

use in every age group but the young (134); (4) limited reading, technical, and health literacy  

(145) (5) social isolation or limited social support  (146); (6) limited free time  (147).  

Age and race interact with the adoption of health-related tracking tools. Low SES 

decreases rates of technology adoption among middle-aged and older adults especially  (135). 

Although smartphone adoption rates are higher among young blacks and Hispanics, including 

those who are less educated, they are still less likely to use health-related apps than their white 

and Asian peers  (134). In a study on Kaiser Permanente patient portal usage, African-Americans 

and Latinos were more likely to not log on, even having obtained a password, compared to 

Caucasians  (135). Those most at risk for poor diabetes outcomes may fall further behind as 

health systems increasingly rely on the Internet and limit current modes of access and 

communication  (135). Meanwhile, people with higher educational attainment were more likely 

to both request a password and log on to patient portal. However, Kaiser-insured low-SES people 

from this study are doing even better than those who are uninsured and living in poverty. This 

study did consider income, which could play a larger role in the adoption of such technologies 
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than educational attainment. Blondon did look at income, and found that controlling for all other 

demographic factors, it was associated with smartphone adoption far more than educational 

attainment  (134). In summary, low SES individuals are far more likely to have serious chronic 

diseases and need the health-related guidance the most, but the vast majority are not using the 

tools that were designed to help them manage their conditions better.  

In the face of these many constraints, clinicians and administrators have to see value in 

engaging with this population to help them realize benefits of health-related self-management. 

However, the problem of e-health adoption in low SES populations requires a complex systems 

theory approach, going beyond simple advocacy and prescription of self-tracking tools. Many 

low SES individuals feel disenfranchised and spread too thin in their ability to move up from 

their station in life. For example, among low-income African Americans, interest in telemedicine 

consultations over in-person consultations is lukewarm, because distrust of the American 

medical community runs deep, stemming from prior generations’ beliefs and their historical 

roots in slavery and segregation  (143). 

Sarkar suggests that consumer health interfaces require simple navigation, because the 

complex navigational skill required to use a portal could deterred low SES individuals who 

logged on from using it  (135). Instead of designing “best-in-class” solutions, informatics 

professionals developing tools for this population need to choose a tracking tool system that 

relies on cheap and accessible technology (e.g., using SMS over Internet-based solutions). For 

this population, designers need to provide users with an interface that enforces straightforward 

navigation and use of simple language. 
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Gender 

A first glance at Pew Tracking for Health survey results suggests that tracking health 

indicators is an activity that American men and women do at similar rates (Men, 65%; Women, 

72%) (26). Upon closer examination, more women (n=1,677) responded to the Tracking for 

Health survey than men (n=1,377), so it stands to reason that men who declined to participate in 

the survey were uninterested in the topic and therefore did not track health indicators. Gender 

also influences tracking tool use in terms of medium choice. Of all female self-trackers, 40% 

describe themselves as using paper when tracking their health, as opposed to just 28% of male 

self-trackers. The demographics were reversed when asked about who tracked mentally, as men 

were more likely to say they tracked using memory (Men, 54%; Women 44%). This could be 

due to women generally taking a large interest and role in taking care of their own health and that 

of their family. 

Women were also significantly more likely to report enjoying using version 1 of ESRA-

C, the patient-reported outcome tool described in this dissertation  (133). Other researchers have 

found subtle differences among PRO feature use by men and women. Børøsund’s secondary 

analysis on the use of WebChoice among breast and prostate cancer patients and found that male 

prostate cancer patients were more likely to take symptom assessments than use community 

forums that are popular among women. This effect was more pronounced among men who had 

minimal social support  (52). 

Summary of Personal Demographic Factors 

Many studies support the idea that demographics are important when designing tracking 

tools that will be used and adopted. Some people hold the view that mobile apps and other 
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Quantified Self-like tracking solutions seem to help the young and fit, the worried well, and 

higher income individuals  (145) more than a broad population of people with serious health 

conditions. As Neter points out, “the Internet reinforces existing social differences”  (145). Many 

of the commercially viable self-tracking tools strive to keep people who can afford to buy the 

tracking tools youthful, energized, and slim, rather than focusing on clinical management of 

chronic disease  (148). To achieve maximum public health benefit, self-tracking tools need to 

reach people who are chronically ill as well as individuals from low SES groups, older people, 

and those with minimal social support. 

Technology-Related Factors 

Tracking tool designers and developers should take patients’ relationship to technologies 

into account when designing a tracking tool. In this section, I describe patients’ attitude towards 

technology and digital literacy. 

Attitudes toward Technology 

Attitudes toward technology are shaped by awareness, desire to use, and actual use of the 

technology. Limited awareness of specific tracking tools for health purposes is perhaps one 

reason that people do not engage in self-tracking  (27,149). Knowledge of tracking tools makes it 

easier to choose a tool that is sustainable for people with certain health conditions and lifestyles. 

However, one most also factor in desire to use a tool—which, according to the original 

technology acceptance model (TAM), is driven by perceptions of usefulness and ease of use. 

Simply being aware of the benefits of health-related self-tracking does not entail active use of 

tracking tools. One researcher found that users had to both be aware and want to obtain a tool 

before they would adopt it  (150). Even dedicated users who go to Quantified Self meetings have 
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trouble sticking to self-tracking regimens despite knowing what tools are available  (131). In 

addition, it is possible that health information technologies optimally designed for people with 

specific health needs are more likely to be adopted if they are fun to use or have personal 

meaning.  

Being aware of general fitness tracking devices for active people is quite different than 

having the ability to find the right symptom tracker for an individual personal health situation. 

Portable motion-sensing, self-tracking tools are becoming mass consumer devices available in 

retail outlets. Today’s price point could still discourage many from buying fitness trackers, 

particularly since attrition rate is high even among Quantified Self members  (131).  

Digital Literacy & Prior Experience 

 “Want” or “desire” to use a tool does not necessarily correspond to long-term 

engagement  (150). Digital literacy and prior experience with technologies can also have an 

impact of tracking tool use. Digital literacy is “the ability to effectively and critically navigate, 

evaluate and create information using a range of digital technologies”  (151). Prior experience 

with technologies can impact the attitude that patients have toward using tracking tools during 

cancer care, as skill and exposure allow users to transcend the learning curve faster. The TAM 

Continued Use model introduced earlier in the chapter illustrates the cascading effect of regular 

use of technology. The more one uses technology, the greater one’s perception of ease of use and 

usefulness  (112). Active smartphone app users have quite a different perspective on what makes 

a tracking tool app useful and intuitive to use than people who have never used smartphones, 

such as many elderly people  (152). Many advanced Quantified Self users are more concerned 

about the robustness of features and experimentation rather than basic quality of life issues  
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(131).  Meanwhile, novices to intermediate users have difficulty navigating the quality of 

650,000 apps in the Apple Store  (79). A new smartphone user could initially download a 

tracking tool app and forget about it or have to put effort into figuring out how to incorporate 

tracking tool app use into everyday life.  

Clinician Dimensions 

As discussed in Chapter 2, most tracking tools have not been integrated into standard 

clinical workflow, whether in cancer care or other clinical settings. In this section, I discuss 

factors that influence a clinician’s use and acceptance of a tracking tool, including his or her 

professional specialization, organizational context, and prior experience with technology.  

Professional Specialization and Role 

Clinicians of diverse specialties might want to see different levels of granularity or types 

of patient-generated health data. In cancer care, oncology nurses who triage patients’ concerns 

have to monitor symptoms that patients experience at home more frequently than radiation 

oncologists, who often see patients at clinic visits in between radiation treatments. Meanwhile, 

surgeons might prefer a coarser representation of the data tracked between clinic visits because 

they want to know if the patient is fit for surgery in the preoperative stage, and require less 

follow-up postoperatively. For this reason, the type and specialization of the clinician is 

important. In another example, primary care physicians and medical oncologists maintain a 

longer-term relationship with patients than surgeons do, so long-term psychosocial symptoms are 

more important to them than to a surgeon performing an operation. Triage nurses of any 

specialty may need to monitor patients more closely and escalate problems that they cannot help 

the patient resolve to physicians on a case-by-case basis.  
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Although rare in practice, clinicians could suggest tracking metrics for a patient to help 

them prioritize self-tracking practices at home. Metrics to track are often guided by the 

physician’s specialty and the patient’s condition. Regardless of what the clinician suggests to 

track, ideally the patient provides input by adding metrics that are personally important but not 

suggested. In the case of medical oncologists who see patients with cancer undergoing 

chemotherapy, both monitor a complex array of symptoms in parallel. Thus, it becomes 

important for the clinician who suggests self-tracking to work with the patient to prioritize 

metrics carefully to make it less burdensome. Deciding on symptom metrics together also could 

prevent an overwhelming number of metrics from being tracked and provide a clinically-

informed perspective on how self-tracking can be helpful. Additionally, this practice reduces the 

chance of unnecessary over-sharing of information that makes the patient uncomfortable and 

increases clinician workload. For primary care physicians or endocrinologists who care for 

patients newly diagnosed with diabetes, more fine-grained glucose monitoring and symptom 

tracking is likely to be clinically beneficial. As time goes on and the patient’s glucose level 

stabilizes, frequent tracking is less likely to be useful (unless to diagnose an related problem or 

during an unusual period of activity). Physicians who see many patients with diabetes in their 

practice could eventually be attuned to effective tracking practices of their patients overall.  

Organizational Context 

The organizational context of clinical care can influence a clinicians’ likelihood of 

accepting a tracking tool in everyday workflow  (153). Traditional clinical care workflow 

allocates little time and place for analyzing patient-generated data gathered from tracking tools. 

The organizational contexts of most clinic settings have not yet evolved enough to support such 

patient data collection and collaborative review. Clinicians are often concerned about how 
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review of patient-generated health data will affect their time allotment for reimbursable activities 

and clinical documentation, without a proven improvement in patient outcomes or efficiency  

(154). Practicing clinicians are often skeptical of unproven or confusing patient-reported 

outcome measures, are unsure about how to interpret the meaning of scores and question whether 

they have the time and resources to collect such data in clinical practice  (79,155). Time 

constraints in hospitals and clinics prevent patients and clinicians from discussing self-tracking 

practices or reviewing tracking data together. In addition, most patients avoid “bothering” 

clinicians if they—or the staff—appear rushed  (156). Participants from Chapter 4 did not expect 

guidance or receive many suggestions from their clinicians on which metrics to track or what 

tools to use  (108). 

Despite these obstacles to clinician acceptance, incorporating a patient’s tracked data into 

a care plan can enhance patient-clinician communication even if outcomes are difficult to 

measure precisely  (157). Many stakeholders do recognize benefits of using tracking tools to 

address patients’ priorities and monitor symptoms more frequently than at strictly at clinic visits  

(33,158,159). A deep application of Chronic Care Model practices enable systematic embedding 

of patient-centered communication routines within clinical workflow. Integrated health systems 

and academic medical centers in particular are open to incorporating patient self-report data into 

practice because they recognize that review of patient-generated data can lead to a “learning 

health system” that can reduce costs  (160). Administrators can further support review of patient-

generated data through drafting of patient safety policies and resource allocation. Clinical 

champions can push patient-centered use of tracking tools at a high level, even though 

acceptance of and attitudes towards new practices must be felt at many levels and functions 

within the organization to be effective  (22,47). 
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In addition, most tracking tools used today are rich with medical information but not 

FDA-approved, and as such could be couched as real threats to patient safety, driving fear of 

medical liability. Fear is great for individual clinicians in particular. A healthcare organization 

could operate in the red or go bankrupt, and a clinician could lose his license in deemed liable for 

a specific incident—thus threatening a livelihood and reputation. 

Technology-Related Factors 

Clinicians’ perspectives on technology influence how likely they are to accept tracking 

tools into their workflow. In this section, I describe how technology access, ownership and 

attitudes toward technology play a role in workflow. 

Technology Access and Ownership 

 Clinician-driven remote monitoring systems are likely to be funded by academic medical 

centers and cancer centers (Dana-Farber, SCCA, Memorial Sloan Kettering, etc.) and be backed 

by research funding. Because of federal legislation mandating multiple phases of meaningful use 

of IT in healthcare, smaller entities like community hospitals and private group practices lack 

time and funding to support novel patient-centered initiatives, such as incorporation of patient-

generated data into workflow, which goes above and beyond basic electronic medical record 

implementation  (161). For these organizations, skilled informatics and IT professionals are in 

short supply to build basic electronic health record infrastructure, let alone support novel 

collaborative patient-generated tracking tool systems  (161).  
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Attitudes towards Technology 

A study predicting clinicians’ acceptance of a new patient telemonitoring system 

demonstrates that clinicians’ review of self-tracking data is a factor in a successful intervention 

for patients  (118). Other work I have undertaken assessing attitudes of clinicians shows that self-

assessed computer knowledge was positively associated with an e-prescriber’s attitudes towards 

use of a new e-prescribing system pre-rollout and post-rollout.  (162). Home-based computer 

usage also had a similar impact. By extension, since review of tracking tool data adds another 

element into workflow for clinicians, it is quite important to gauge their likelihood to accept this 

change. 

Tracking Tool Dimensions 

Tradeoffs are made when designing, developing, and using tracking tools. Dimensions of 

tracking tools covered in this subsection include whether the tool is (1) condition-specific, (2) 

automated, (3) multimodal, and (4) integrated with existing systems. 

General vs. Condition-specific 

Individuals who decide among the many tracking tools available may do so on the basis 

of their health conditions. The health reason for which a tracking tool was developed could be 

specific to a condition or a set of conditions or appropriate for the general population. ESRA-C 

and HealthWeaver, the tools described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively, are condition-

specific tracking tools designed for people who are undergoing cancer treatment. Such aThis 

specific situation means that long-term engagement with tools is not mandatory. However, eight 

patients in the study outlined in Chapter 4 were using at least one other tracking system prior to 

enrollment in the study. Thus, adding a condition-specific tool to the patent’s tracking burden is 
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worthwhile only if the patient finds the tool beneficial enough to warrant the extra work. For 

ESRA-C participants, tailored advice was generated for patients with problematic symptoms, and 

that advice could provide incentive for using it. 

However, today many people suffer from co-morbid conditions and might have difficulty 

tracking health issues for multiple conditions in more than one tool. Use of WebChoice, for 

example, was higher among people who only had cancer—without any other additional 

conditions  (52). Design of general all-purpose tracking tools need to be directed by clinical 

guidelines to avoid being lost in a sea of mobile apps of lesser quality  (79). Also, the more apps 

or websites one uses for health-related reasons, the harder it is to manage them all. One 

participant from Li’s Personal Informatics survey commented that a barrier to use of tracking 

tools was that “it was a bit cumbersome going to so many different sites [for visualizations]”  

(77).  

Manual vs. Automatic 

  Both automatic sensor-based data and manual self-report data from patients can be 

valuable for cancer symptom management. Most tracking tools in cancer care rely on subjective 

self-report metrics and questionnaires like HealthWeaver and ESRA-C. Patients have to 

manually enter or configure what they are tracking. Despite the necessity to add metrics to track 

in HealthWeaver, participants tracked more metrics than required for the purposes of the study  

(108). This indicates that particularly motivated participants overcome the barriers of manual 

data entry if the benefit of tracking is perceived value over time. However, showing benefit is not 

always enough to persuade a person to use a tracking tool. Although evidence comes primarily 

from paper diaries  (163), studies show that tracking food eaten helps people lose weight  (164). 
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However, our current generation of tracking tools to monitor food intake are notoriously difficult 

to maintain over long periods of time. People have trouble remembering to track the food they 

eat—every meal, snack, and drink—over the course of a day. 

The future of self-tracking could be in tools that detect activities through passive sensors, 

which complement the goals of those manual tracking tools. For example, HealthWeaver users 

also said that they want to be able to indicate the amount of exercise and sleep in their check-ins. 

The study team listened to this request and added a field in the check-in that allowed the users to 

record minutes of exercise and hours of sleep. Meanwhile, today, sleep and exercises activity 

sensing could occur passively by wearing sensor devices, such as Fitbit (http:///www.fitbit.com), 

and integrating the data with tools like HealthWeaver or ESRA-C. Tracking tools that facilitate 

passive monitoring are easier to incorporate into one’s life. Today, wearable wireless sensors like 

Fitbit (http://www.fitbit.com) contain accelerometers, altimeters, and Bluetooth connectivity. 

Although users must remember to wear and charge these devices, data such as step count, 

distance, and floors can be wirelessly transmitted, to a computer and synced with a website. 

Passive monitoring systems are easier to use than those that rely on manual data entry, but their 

use does not come without tradeoffs. Use of passive monitoring incites privacy and trust issues 

because data collected through such systems resides on computer-based storage that has to be 

secure enough for the patient to feel comfortable using the tracking tool. Benefits of automated 

self-tracking need to be weighed against potential privacy issues and mindfulness that comes 

with manual entry of health data. 
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Modality 

Modality of a tool refers to the communication pathway between computer and the 

person using it. Specifically, a modality is the sense through which a human can receive the 

output of the computer or the sensor device through which the computer can receive input from 

the human. Multimodal interfaces combine inputs and outputs from different human senses and 

technological sensors. For example, a state-of-the-art anxiety monitor could consist of consisting 

of two modalities: (1) a standalone software on your computer detecting keyboard stroke speed 

and (2) galvanic skin response sensors. Compared with mobile app manual entry, this 

multimodal application could be more effective at getting people to use it consistently. 

Although paper diaries were used as initial symptom reporting tracking tools for research 

purposes, multimodal interfaces are becoming increasingly common. Mobile, web-based, tablet 

and sensor device platforms can all provide different data entry inputs into a central database. 

Furthermore, each platform affords a different presentation of symptom reporting to clinicians 

and patients. Tracking tools could use hardcopy, on-screen, mobile, audio, and tactile cues to 

deliver feedback to patients and clinicians. Most patient-reported outcome tools have multimodal 

interaction beyond web-based data entry and presentation (e.g., tablet computers  (36) and 

mobile text message reminders  (60,69,101)). Today, paper is by far the most common mode 

used for self-tracking  (26).  

Choosing the appropriate modalities of tracking tools is a very important decision. Even 

as the number of devices supported can increase the power of the solution, a high number can 

also increase the complexity of the solution for both the tool designer and the user  (165).  
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Level of Personalization 

 Instead of deploying a universal interface designed for the entire user population to use, a 

personalized user interface can be a powerful technique to encourage patients to use a tracking 

tool. HealthWeaver’s customizable metrics that I described in Chapter 4 is one example of a way 

that users tailored tracking experiences to suit their needs. For example, a patient who wanted to 

track hip pain was able to focus on that priority, even if hip pain was not among the list of 

symptoms common to patients with breast cancer.  

Although tracking tools can enable simple personalization by asking users to manually 

fill out profiles, this practice often discourages initial use  (166). Tracking tools can also employ 

machine learning or recommender systems that tailor the user’s experience based on his or her 

preferences and usage patterns. Yet machine-learning algorithms often mask complexity of the 

filtering process and do not make obvious how the interface was personalized  (167). Thus, 

automated personalization through recommender algorithms in health-related systems should be 

carefully thought through in terms of perceived usefulness, accuracy, and transparency. 

Integrated vs. Standalone 

Integration with existing systems is key for both patients and clinicians’ acceptance of 

tracking tools. Patients have to make sure that use of a tracking tool fits into their lifestyle or is 

important enough to warrant a change. Meanwhile, clinicians who use electronic medical records 

are loath to use a standalone system that slows them down during the workday. 

Patients are often resistant to adding another tool to their everyday routine, even if it 

benefits their health, unless they see positive effects of use early on  (77). Personal Health 

Records (PHR’s) are designed to hold electronic versions of patient medical records in 
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conjunction with patient-generated data that theoretically could be shared with participating 

healthcare institutions. The PHR has to have a relationship with the healthcare institution before 

the integration can occur, so patients outside of major health systems might not realize the 

benefits of PHR medical record storage and integrated tracking without a lot of printing, 

scanning, and annotating. PHR efforts like Google Health have shut down due to lackluster 

consumer response  (168). Standalone PHR’s are still perceived as requiring too much work for 

to maintain over time  (169).  

Clinicians do not expect to review patient-generated data as part of their duties, as most 

e-Health interventions are not integrated with electronic health records (EHR). Tolerance for 

patient-generated data review is largely dependent on the specialty of the clinician. For example, 

nurses likely find e-Health interventions more useful than physicians because symptom 

monitoring of patients can be central to their role  (137).  

Inclusion of patient-generated health data in electronic health records happens in very 

few healthcare institutions. Many institutions are concerned about medical liability on the part of 

healthcare organizations due to accuracy issues with data entry, and the additional time necessary 

to enter, format and review data. Meanwhile, patients with cancer have shown a willingness to be 

open about privacy concerns to implement health information exchanges to support care 

coordination  (170). Sharing patient-generated health data in a formal manner with clinicians 

could improve the clinical decision-making process between visits, when the patient has issues at 

home and cannot come in for a visit for a variety of reasons. 
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Data Dimensions 

What, how, why, and when patient-generated data gets collected varies immensely 

among tracking tools for health. Tracking tools have to make tradeoffs in complexity, 

completeness, presentation, clinical relevance, accuracy, vocabulary, timing of capture, and 

privacy. In this section, I describe these tradeoffs. 

Complexity of Data 

The structure of patient-generated health data can be discrete or continuous, qualitative or 

quantitative, or some combination thereof. Patients often wish to interpret health data collected at 

different levels of structure that are meaningful and actionable. Complexity of structure or 

format of patient-generated health data can lead to tradeoffs that affect interpretation and action-

ability. A greater amount of data through a tracking tool collected can increase the likelihood that 

a solution is validated and efficacious in the target patient population. However, if patients and 

clinicians are not using the tool, it is more efficient to agree upon a minimally viable set of data, 

in lieu of exacting too high of a user burden on the patient, clinician, or tool designer  (165). 

To illustrate this point, let us consider how a tracking tool could capture the concept of 

“anxiety.” The PHQ-9 scale asks 10 questions about feelings and activities during the patient’s 

last two weeks as they remember  (171). This subjective self-report rating suffers from recall bias 

because it goes back two weeks. Alternatively, we can estimate anxiety from a statistical model 

of a continuous stream of audio data that passively detects anxiety from high-pitched speech. 

However, sensor-based visualizations are hard to create accurately because it is very difficult to 

set non-arbitrary thresholds of pitch and the sequences of pitch changes must be analyzed 

algorithmically. Although the initial 10-question instrument was not 100% accurate, there is less 
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effort and cost for the clinician to find out if the patient is suffering from anxiety. As a result, 

deciding which system clinicians should use often comes down to practical considerations such 

as cost and effort expenditure. 

Clinical Relevance 

Data is clinically relevant when it leads to a diagnostic or treatment decision made by a 

clinician. In his 2011 AMIA keynote, Gregory Abowd predicted that within five years the 

majority of “clinically relevant” data would be collected from non-clinical settings, at home and 

on the go, outside of hospitals and clinics  (172). Given the rise of mobile applications and 

sensing devices, consumers can generate a great deal of health data on their own without the 

support of clinicians. However, how much of this health data is important for clinicians to review 

in order to take clinical action is questionable. The low adoption rate within clinical settings 

could be due to in part to resistance from clinicians, who report that they prefer to rely on their 

own subjective judgment in assessing symptoms and feel that patient-reported outcome measures 

for health-related quality of life lack clinical relevance  (155). 

Completeness 

 Patients who are self-tracking for research purposes are more likely to meet tracking tool 

data collection demands than patients who initiate self-tracking in everyday life on their own  

(108). Many PRO instruments prohibit missing data because this often invalidates the 

interpretation of the score, making it impossible to accurately assess validity and reliability. In 

Chapter 2 results, missing SDS-15 data was not quite as common as in practice. When use of 

ESRA-C was voluntary, participants completed the 15-item SDS instrument about 75.8% of the 

time, and 91.9% of the time for study time point sessions. However, such a high rate of 
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completed PRO questionnaires is difficult to achieve in a variety of settings. HeathWeaver did 

not attempt to require or remind users to make entries, and its usage was relatively high. Even 

though data validity can be called into question, patients can still use data as partial insight into 

troubleshooting problematic symptoms at home or with a clinician. However, some 

HealthWeaver metrics patients used were not considered clinically relevant enough by patients to 

bring up in clinic visits, and they remained unaddressed by clinicians. 

Patients rarely enjoy taking symptom assessments, and oftentimes a great many questions 

do not apply to the patient. As a result, Item Response Theory  (140) and Interactive Tailored 

Patient Assessments (ITPA), like Web Choice in Norway  (58), attempt to fill the gap by 

allowing use of non-psychometric instruments to assess patients’ condition in clinical care. Item 

Response Theory is applied to many clinical domains in an initiative by PROMIS 

(http://www.nihpromis.org/), in which questions are selected from a domain item back to assess 

symptoms and severity using psychometrically valid methods. 

Type of Vocabulary 

 Vocabulary for symptoms, descriptions for Likert scale ratings, and other terms used in 

tracking tools must make sense to both the patient and clinician. Controlled vocabularies have a 

number of advantages because they allow clinicians to compare symptoms across patients and 

could constrain the patient to use the same term over the long term. Symptom vocabularies (i.e., 

ICD-10, Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) are quite complex and difficult to integrate 

into systems that patients would be able to interpret at home  (173). As a result, these 

vocabularies do not get used in standard tracking tools for health. 
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Rather than constraining patients with cancer to use of standardized metrics, 

HealthWeaver suggested common metrics and allowed users to name other metrics that they 

wished to track. In the system described in Chapter 4, allowing patients to choose their own 

metric names has its advantages: (1) patients can relate to a term that they are comfortable with 

and feel that they want to track, as opposed to numerous choices that sound like medical jargon, 

and (2) patients can add and thus prioritize symptoms that are not common to their condition. 

Yet use of a symptom vocabulary driven by patients could lack medically specific terms that 

clinicians use to communicate with each other. 

Timing of Capture 

 Timing tracking closer to when symptoms occur can provide a fuller picture of symptom 

experience, though this does not mean that more frequent self-tracking is sustainable. This is 

illustrated in Chapter 2. Because  “frequent” users only used ESRA-C twice or more over the 

course of cancer treatment, voluntary assessment taking did not paint a granular picture of day-

to-day health status of these patients. In contrast, for the HealthWeaver study, some participants 

tried to incorporate tracking into their daily routine, although rarely were check-ins more 

frequent than daily. Some participants used HealthWeaver tracking only when suffering a 

symptom that they wanted to troubleshoot or share with clinicians. Meanwhile, other ecological 

momentary assessment (EMA) studies were more constantly asking for data from participants, to 

the point of ovarian cancer patients saying that using the tool caused them a “constant reminder” 

that they are going through such a scary life-threatening illness. As a result, there are 

compromises to be struck between informational value of frequent assessments and the desire for 

patients to incorporate tracking into their routine. 
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Private vs. Shared 

 A patient is more likely to share data that is valuable for the clinician too. However, some 

data generated by the patient could benefit the patient more than anyone else. For example, mood 

journaling can help the patient keep track of how they are progressing through cancer treatment. 

A large quantity of journal entries could be prohibitive to realistically share openly with 

clinicians but specific journal entries or any associated metrics could be of clinical interest. In 

addition, symptoms like sexual dysfunction might be difficult to share for patients because of 

embarrassment. The tradeoff is that we would generally want the clinician to be able to discover 

symptoms that are difficult to elicit from the patient interview rather than hide data from the 

clinician who makes treatment decisions given their limited knowledge of the patient. 

Conclusion 
This chapter begins with a discussion of use and acceptance theory that has limitations 

when applied to use and acceptance of tracking tools in a healthcare setting. Technology 

acceptance models are explanatory in many contexts in which use of a technology is required of 

clinicians or employees  (114,117), but do not explain what attributes of the technology drive 

continued voluntary use. In this chapter, I describe a framework consisting of two theoretical 

models: MUTT-PC (illustrating the context of health information technology) and MultiTrack 

(illustrating the dimensions of patients, clinicians, data, and tracking tools to consider during 

development of tracking tools). These models have the potential to transform how we think 

about tracking tools’ role in the clinical context and provide concrete guidelines to consider how 

tracking tools should be implemented in the future. 
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Chapter 6 : Implications & Contributions 
Contributions of this dissertation include a deeper understanding of benefits of and 

factors associated with use and acceptance of tracking tools for health. In this final chapter, I 

begin with a summary of findings from Chapters 3 and 4, followed by a brief description of the 

MUTT-PC and MultiTrack models described in Chapter 5. Next, I describe the contributions of 

this dissertation to four disciplines: health informatics, health services, information and 

management science, and human-computer interaction, providing rationale for the specific 

contributions to each discipline. Subsequently, I offer implications for patients, clinicians and 

systems designers to consider regarding future tracking tool design, use, and acceptance. Finally, 

I conclude with suggestions for future work in this area. 

Overview of Study Findings 
In Chapters 3 and 4, I demonstrate how collection and review of patient-generated data 

using tracking tools can help patients with cancer feel better, through decreased symptom 

distress, enhanced psychosocial comfort, and enhanced communication with clinicians.  

The analysis from Chapter 3 addresses questions related to voluntary usage of e-PRO 

tools by patients with cancer. Even though e-PRO tracking tool use by patients with cancer 

positively affects symptom distress  (18,41,42) and communication of symptoms with clinicians  

(17,41), there is limited information about voluntary usage by patients. To address this 

knowledge gap, I undertook an analysis of 372 cancer patients’ voluntary use of the e-PRO tool 

ESRA-C2 described in Chapter 3. I found that lower symptom distress was slightly associated 

with patients who frequently used ESRA-C2, compared to patients using ESRA-C2 once or not 

at all, by running a between-group ANOVA test. Because this was a one-sample secondary 
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analysis without prospective data collection, I could not establish causation. Thus, participants 

with low symptom distress either felt healthy enough to initiate use of a tool on their own, or 

frequent voluntary tool use helped participants lower their symptom distress. Still, because 

baseline symptom distress of the frequent users was lower than less frequent users, the former 

conclusion is more likely to be the case. 

Chapter 4 provides insight into why people use tracking tools during cancer treatment—

and why they rarely do outside of research settings  (27). In the study described in Chapter 4, I 

analyzed the tracking practices of 25 women with breast cancer “in the wild.” Ten of these 

women who were given access to tracking tool as a technology probe in the midst of undergoing 

treatment. Results indicate that while the majority of participants relied on memory “in the wild,” 

one-third of participants tracked health issues in a physical tool  (108). Nevertheless, 

participants’ tracking practices “in the wild” were fragmented across media, sporadic in timing, 

and, quite overwhelmingly, not guided by clinicians. When using HealthWeaver’s self-tracking 

features, ten participants with access tracked health issues far more than anticipated. They 

reported benefits such as psychosocial comfort, establishing an understanding of patterns by 

counteracting memory deficits, and support for communicating priorities to clinicians. The study 

draws attention to the need to design future tracking tools for cancer care that meets patients’ 

needs.  

New Conceptual Models 
Tracking tools can help people manage many health conditions even when not 

undergoing cancer treatment. By self-tracking worrisome issues, people could feel more 

empowered to share priorities through open communication with clinicians, rather than waiting 
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until symptoms get worse to report them. In Chapter 5, I describe new models MUTT-PC and 

MultiTrack that provide a basis for the integration of tracking tools into healthcare workflow and 

sharing of patient-generated data with clinicians. MUTT-PC consists of a set of workflow 

diagrams that describes memory-based, patient-driven, researcher/clinician-driven scenarios in 

and outside of clinic visits. MultiTrack describes dimensions of four components that tracking 

tool developers will need to consider: (1) the patient, (2) the clinician, (3) the tracking tool, and 

(4) the data. MultiTrack illustrates the activity of self-tracking as affecting symptom 

communication between the patient and clinician and providing a data-driven basis for 

clinicians’ recommendations of treatment and self-management advice. These models frame the 

issue. 

Implications 
Patients, clinicians and systems designers are all key stakeholders in the design, use, and 

acceptance of tracking tools. In this section, I explain how each of these stakeholders could 

approach development and acceptance of next-generation tracking tools. 

Implications for Patients 

Patients have a great number of tracking tools to choose from in the form of mobile apps, 

websites, and journals, in addition to more generic options such as calendars, word processors, 

and spreadsheets. In this section, I describe implications derived from components of this 

conceptual model—in cancer care and other settings. Use and acceptance of tracking tools by 

patients are influenced by the following: (1) trust in technology, trust in the patient-clinician 

relationship, (3) logistics of use, and (4) health-related quality of life (HRQoL). 
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Lack of Trust in Technology 

Patients often have difficulty trusting technology, and in some cases, the advice of their 

clinician, when it contradicts their personal beliefs or understanding of their condition. 

Technology-related reasons cited for low patient acceptance of consumer health informatics 

technologies in general include poor usability, limited training, and lack of computer skills  

(115,174). 

As discussed earlier, inaccurate data can lead to lack of trust and a negative attitude 

toward use of tracking tools  (77). Although Fitbit and other fitness tracking devices are not 

100% accurate, Fitbit has been shown to improve clinical outcomes in heart disease patients at 

Mayo Clinic  (132), and smartphone-based accelerometer apps have been shown to increase 

physical activity among older sedentary office workers   (175). Perhaps well-educated patients 

recognize that just about any clinical test has measurement error. If the data collection is easy 

and the trend is correct rather than 100% accurate, it could still be beneficial to use tracking tools 

to gain another data source to triangulate across and share with trusted clinicians. 

Lack of Trust in Patient-Clinician Relationship 

Although in the past, the patient-clinician relationship has been based on a paternalistic 

model in which the “doctor knows best”, shared decision-making is becoming a central 

component of policies that improve patient-clinician communication  (127). Even as the advent 

of tracking tools and home health devices allows patients more continuous insight into their own 

health, personal insight that contradicts formal medical advice could undermine patients’ trust in 

their clinician. Clinicians who are trained to use “evidence-based” guidelines fit patterns of 

phenotypes seen within a similar population of patients to arrive at a diagnosis. Clinicians 
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consistently make micro-decisions in the patient's best interest, but these decisions could be at 

odds with their own financial and legal interests. The question-and-answer templates that cover 

review of systems rarely, if ever, consider what tracking data the patient has collected  (109,176). 

When a patient’s tracking tool data is dismissed because of lack of time or interest on the 

clinician’s part, the patient could thereby lose trust in the clinician. To avoid such a situation, the 

patient should prepare a summary before each clinic visit or choose tools that have a clinician 

view. Patients have to learn how to assess trust in clinicians for an improved patient-

clinician relationship. To do so requires careful judgment, knowledge of how the healthcare 

system works, and observation skills that most patients may not possess intrinsically.  

For patients to accept tracking tools and derive clinical benefit, patients have to either 

demand that clinicians review the data they collect or go see clinicians that already are open to 

reviewing such data. Practically speaking, the latter option is harder to enforce for people in 

underserved populations and those with limited provider choice given their insurance coverage. 

Logistics of Use 

Prior work by Klasnja and Pratt has found that patients do need to be able to capture 

signs and symptoms in unanchored settings, away from the bundle of health information that 

patients have captured  (85,86,101). In Chapter 4, participants said that HealthWeaver mobile 

component helped them to capture signs, symptoms, and context in the moment as well as 

incorporate the process of using tracking tools in their everyday routines. 

When people have serious illnesses such as cancer, a self-tracking regimen becomes 

harder to initiate and manage in the context of daily life. Many people with chronic disease have 

debilitating symptoms, such as pain and fatigue, that make it difficult to function every day. 
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Even though self-tracking can help, it is a difficult process for even healthy individuals, like the 

tech-savvy and curious in the Quantified Self community. Encouragement from others, such as 

providers and caregivers, is more likely to influence self-tracking practices among patients with 

cancer. In one study, of 134 rural patients with cancer, the 38 who were self-tracking signs and 

symptoms did so when suggested by doctors (34%), a nurses (47%), or non-clinical family 

members/friends (44%)  (27). In case of serious illness, patients have to be proactive and seek 

out support they need to help with self-tracking from clinicians and caregivers. 

Patient Outcomes 

A grand challenge of patients’ continued use and long-term acceptance of tracking tools 

is being able to see a marked improvement in their health that they attribute wholly or in part to 

self-tracking. Although not directly tied to health outcomes, a 2013 Pew survey is showing 

evidence that people are making positive health-related changes because of their self-tracking  

(26). Of 2,183 Americans who identify themselves as self-trackers, 46% say that the practice 

changed their overall approach to health, 40% asked new questions of their doctor or sought out 

other clinicians’ opinions, and 34% said tracking affected a treatment decision. Nevertheless, 

seeing benefit was not the case for everybody, as 37% reported no effect on health-related 

routines from self-tracking. 

Yet some signs and symptoms are more helpful to manage through self-tracking than 

others. For example, people are more likely to lose weight when they are self-tracking [King]. In 

fact, when feature usage of a Internet-delivered weight loss intervention was analyzed to 

determine which were the predictive of weight loss, self-tracking was the only one associated 

with a reduction in weight (meal planning and social networking were not)  (177). Properties of 
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measurement are one reason that this is the case, such as for weight and insulin. Weight is a 

discrete number that is easy to measure by stepping on a scale, whether it is at home or at the 

doctor’s office. Also, diabetics who have to measure insulin get used to being able to read 

glucose monitors and interpret A1C levels. 

Implications for Clinicians 

Whether clinicians are open to tracking tools as part of the domain of routine patient-

clinician communication duties remains to be seen  (79,178,179). Providing patients with 

guidance about what metrics could be clinically helpful to track at home can take the guesswork 

out of the tracking tool experimentation for patients. Yet, as discussed in Chapter 4, many people 

would be able to pick out metrics that are important to them to track, but are not aware of which 

are clinically relevant, or useful to share with the clinician. In this subsection, I discuss clinical 

workflow issues, such as information coordination challenges, implications of prescribing 

patients apps to deal with specific conditions, and contextual and organizational issues that 

prevent people from adopting tools already adopted by patients.  

First, I argue from multiple perspectives that thoughtfully and collaboratively executed 

patient tracking has the potential to inform clinical decision-making and improve patient health 

and wellbeing. To make benefits even more concrete in this subsection, let us take the example 

of pain control during cancer care. Many patients with cancer pain suffer quietly or use 

alternative therapies without sharing the full extent of their pain with clinicians, since they are 

concerned about side effects from use of prescribed analgesics such as opioids and other 

painkillers  (180). If oncologists did not proactively screen for pain, the symptom would not be 

addressed adequately. Tracking tools could aid patient-clinician communication about severity 
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and trajectory of cancer pain. Furthermore, clinicians’ consumption of tracking tool data can 

inspire trust in patients and enhance the patient-clinician relationship  (108). Patients may 

actually share how they are really feeling without holding back. The clinic visit could 

theoretically take the same amount of time if the discussion is focused on patient priorities and 

clinicians consume information outside of the clinic visit, taking less time to repeat questions 

that have already been answered elsewhere, which is a common problem in typical clinical 

workflow. 

From a clinicians’ standpoint, understanding of the patient’s patterns, however mundane, 

provides insight into their overall functioning. In a typical outpatient setting, use of secure 

tracking tools could enhance the bond between clinician and patient. Each patient visit gets 

stored as a narrative, both in the clinician’s long-term memory and in the medical record, which 

can be sparse in terms of current and/or relevant information. As Montgomery states: 

“The case narrative serves as a repository of events. Written or oral, it not only 

assembles the history of the patient’s illness but also preserves the traces of judgments made, 

hypotheses eliminated and confirmed, actions taken and discontinued. The case both 

accommodates the multifactoriality of cause in individual instances of illness and works to 

normalize events as it records them for later use, including when necessary, their 

reinterpretation.” 

-Kathryn Montgomery Hunter (109) 

In today’s clinical setting, the need for reinterpreting data is far too common, whether driven by 

a misdiagnosis, a need for a second opinion, a medical investigation, or a postmortem autopsy. 

Health-related sign and symptom data may be of limited clinical relevance when it is not 
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continuously gathered—or at the very least more often than at appointment times where the 

symptoms are recalled with cognitive biases, as described in Chapter 2.   

Clinical judgment is at a crossroads with the advent of patient-generated data. The 

physical information workspace does not have to be the exam room  (99). Self-tracking helps 

people in the Quantified Self community to achieve the noble objective: “Know Thyself.” All 

clinicians who treat patients should heed the adage: “Know Your Audience.” Yet, it is not easy 

to achieve in the current flow of medicine, where clinicians have to glean as much understanding 

of the patient as possible within the brief clinic visit and using relatively objective evidence in 

the form of imaging and lab test results. Physicians in particular are used to being authoritative 

decision-makers, trained in the science of medicine  (109). According to medical humanities 

professor Kathryn Montgomery, physicians need to use an inherently nonlinear clinical judgment 

process to be able to generate “a linear cause and effect to explain to the patient.” Despite 

training in the field of biological science, clinicians “habitually omit activities that might be 

expected of a science.” For the purposes of the dissertation, such omitted activities include 

review of patient self-tracking data. 

Realistically, developing time-saving strategies to incorporate clinicians’ consumption of 

patients’ tracking tools into their typical workday requires an understanding of information 

coordination practices in the clinical setting. Yet information coordination is a challenge to 

document in clinics and hospitals, and most studies in this area have quite heterogeneous 

methods and findings  (181). Unertl’s empirical study on three primary care practices 

exhaustively mapped the information artifacts, stakeholders and coordination processes of three 

group practices through a visually complex diagram. How to incorporate tracking tools in each 

setting requires initiative by the clinician in such situations where workflow practices are 
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antiquated or inefficient or poorly understood. Outside of integrated health delivery settings like 

Kaiser Permanente, adoption of tracking tools in clinical settings is usually up to the individual 

clinician to decide whether they want to either take extra time to review patient’s tracking data 

during clinic visits. Allowing patients to bring in tools that do not fit into workflow might make 

already time-pressed clinicians fall even further behind in their schedule. Clinicians could 

actually spend more time reviewing data that is not clinically relevant  (79), because few 

standards for the way patient-generated data from tracking tools exist to make it easy to interpret 

the data. Although more research is needed, it is difficult to generalize from studies of individual 

group practices. Comparisons to community hospitals and integrated delivery systems and 

academic medical centers would be challenging and futile to undertake. 

Organizations that successfully deploy tracking tools are likely to have a culture that 

drives adoption by clinicians from top-down and bottom-up strategies. Suggesting or prescribing 

tools that do fit in workflow requires careful forethought, planning, and outside IT expertise. 

Occasionally, clinician-owned practices can decide to bake in a practice redesign solution that is 

based on continuous tracking data and passive alerts or perhaps become a concierge service that 

does so. In such situations, the clinical practice can license a tethered patient portal or suggest a 

set of tracking tools for patients with particular conditions. Adopting flexible tools that are not 

organization specific could mean that clinicians have to navigate a crowded health IT market, 

which is not typically something that many clinicians in private practice have the expertise to do. 

However, clinicians and payers—not healthcare administrators or IT—need to drive change in 

delivery models and workflow. 

Widespread integration of tracking tools across organizations requires clinicians to take 

on a new perspective on how they conduct their work and interact with patients. For many 
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clinicians, they have to somehow mitigate or reduce existing competing demands on their time 

and attention to incorporate review of patient-generated data into their workday. Clinicians are 

required to be constantly “on,” which makes it difficult for many to absorb this responsibility. 

Relearning a new mindset and workflow is not easy. When clinicians decide to prescribe 

tracking tools, they need to learn how to accept data on patients’ symptoms. Use of patient-

generated data challenges the “evidence” in Evidence-Based Medicine, which now consists 

predominantly of gold-standard randomized controlled trials that are taught as scientific fact in 

medical school  (109,176). Yet, Montgomery points out, practicing EBM is problematic because 

so many diseases cannot be traced back to a simple cause-effect relationship: 

“Illness potentially engages a similar complexity of cause, and biomedical science has 

done much to pare it down. To questions about how an individual fell ill, germs and viruses and 

genes—the advances of biomedical science—provide ready answers.”  (109) 

Patient-generated data collected from tracking tools is not simple either. Yet Quantified Selfers 

are making self-experimentation popular and conducting “n of 1” studies  (131) on topics as 

diverse as caffeine consumption and tree nuts’ effect on weight loss. Given that many patients 

are tracking on their own and want to learn about their patterns/symptoms, clinicians should take 

the opportunity to provide them with oversight and guidance. Patient-generated data could suffer 

the same fate as useless lab tests or even promote anxiety—or worse, mistreatment—if 

clinically-unrelated metrics are tracked by the patient. Still data collected in real-time suffers less 

from the biases affecting many PRO solutions that rely on questionnaire instruments. Clinicians 

have an opportunity to lead the way and develop guidelines on patients’ self-tracking practices 

and suggest ways that they can ingest patient-generated data in and outside the clinic. 
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I acknowledge that this challenge is harder than it sounds. Balancing out how tracking 

tools impacts workflow requires ethnographic-level examination of the many micro-decisions 

clinicians make throughout their workday. Micro-decisions, a concept borrowed from behavioral 

economics, affect people’s ability to carry out long-term behavior change goals. Although this 

term has been applied to patients’ healthy decision-making, I also see the impact of individual 

clinicians’ micro-decisions on others’ perceptions of their patient-centeredness in decision-

making and communication style. Clinicians’ conscious (and subconscious) micro-decisions 

affect practice workflow. In the moment, clinicians make decisions that correspond to policies, 

rules, clinical guidelines, and insurance recommendations, or subconsciously display nonverbal 

communication gestures that open up or shut down the patients’ ability to talk about their 

symptoms. Every micro-decision a clinician makes in day-to-day clinical care can be with 

patients in mind (e.g., health outcomes, inconvenience, expense), but also these micro-decisions 

can be influenced by external factors (e.g., avoiding insurance fraud, malpractice, and prolonged 

documentation time) or intrinsic factors (e.g., empathy, exhaustion, greed).  

Today, medical training emphasizes physician autonomy and knowledge over that of 

their patients. Unfortunately, tracking tool acceptance in healthcare might not occur without a 

cultural paradigm shift from paternalistic and hierarchical to patient-centered and equitable. 

Despite progress in medical informatics in the last 50 years, medicine has been very slow to 

innovate in terms of technology adoption. For clinicians to embrace patient-centered tracking 

tools, we need to undertake deep ethnographic research in diverse clinical settings to inform 

systems design, educational, and policy decisions. Finally, we must hope that fear of loss of 

privacy, ethical considerations, and demographic factors do not prevent widespread use of 

clinically useful patient-generated data from being shared with the population at large.  
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Implications for Tracking Tool Developers 

Tracking tool developers have recently encountered many pitfalls to mainstream adoption 

in healthcare that acceptance is not even a near-term goal. MobiHealthNews announced that 

digital health has fallen into the “trough of disillusionment” in Gartner’s hype cycle {Linden 

2003}. As mentioned earlier, hundreds of thousands of health apps are rarely used {Linden 

2003}. The rationale for non-adoption of tracking tools could be derived from insights gleaned 

from literature on medical device design and development as well as traditional software 

engineering standards and processes. Users engage with technology based on factors related to 

usability, usefulness, and aesthetics  (183). However, too often in health IT, developers do not 

make an upfront investment in user needs assessment or continue to examine how user needs 

evolve over the course of software engineering life cycles  (153,184). In addition, usability 

professionals do not make the required investment in gaining knowledge of complex domains 

that they are generating recommendations for  (185). A recent study engaged medical device 

manufacturers on their opinions of the optimal way to develop technologies. Although academics 

and standards agencies cite successful deployments in settings where a strong user needs 

assessment occurred, industry manufacturers are reluctant to employ such formal user research 

methods. Their hesitation comes from the following reasons: difficult-to-navigate human 

subjects protocols, the time-consuming nature of user research, short-circuiting the process of 

soliciting input from lower-ranked personnel because a belief that the perspective of clinical 

champions sufficed and that such personnel cannot provide valuable and actionable input  (153).   

Given the current state of real-time tracking tools, I offer the following suggestions for 

the design of future tracking tools: (1) create intuitive, multimodal interfaces with a positive 

aesthetic to support real-time tracking, (2) pre-seed metrics based on the patient’s diagnosis and 
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treatment, (3) enable customization for unusual and unanticipated symptoms that matter to 

patients, (4) maximize benefits to patients by supporting reflection and communication with 

clinicians and caregivers, and (5) give patients ownership over the tracking process. 

Create intuitive multimodal interfaces with a positive aesthetic.  

The field of human-computer interaction  (186) has much to inform tracking tool 

developers in the domain of healthcare and wellness. Contextual inquiry, user experience 

strategy development, participatory design, and usability testing are all resource-intensive yet 

valuable processes to undertake when developing a tracking tool  (187).  

Designers and developers of any technology have to make tradeoffs between aesthetics 

and usability  (183). According to Tractinsky, designers who pay attention to aesthetics do more 

than to satisfy the individual who is using the technology – they also fulfill social needs as well  

(188). Meanwhile Norman argues that many designers get caught up in ideal aesthetic forms that 

lack affordances and fail fundamental usability principles  (183). User experience professionals 

should recognize that aesthetics matter in the short term but usability matters more in the long 

term. Too often, tracking tool developers fail to take into account the drudgery associated with 

regular tracking, whether or not benefits are realized. Without rigorous and deep needs 

assessments, they treat humans as rational actors, paying superficial treatment to the role of 

emotions and fallibility even with the best of intentions. Intentions to track without a supported 

structure are still merely intentions – as true as the falsehood “if I build it, they will come.” 

Designers and developers who do not tend to the emotional side of using technologies do so at 

the risk of having technology remain unused by the very users that they were targeting. 
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The original ESRA-C system was reviewed for acceptability through a self-report survey  

(133), showing differences among users in acceptability of time allotment requirements. Making 

ESRA-C easy to use was one of the criteria for use. The primary outcome of Chapter 3’s 

randomized control trial showed that ESRA-C was quite successful in improving symptom 

distress in the patients who used it, particularly among older users  (55). It is possible that if the 

system also had a mobile component, younger users who prefer use of smartphones or tablet 

PC’s as their main computing device would choose to use the tool more. 

In Chapter 4, HealthWeaver’s interface design was intentionally designed to be 

aesthetically uplifting. No participants said that tracking constantly reminded them of cancer, as 

ovarian cancer patients did after being alerted to log metrics with an EMA tool  (39). 

HealthWeaver did not provide reminders to track, which could have been less burdensome than 

the EMA tool. In addition, participants also found value in accessing tracking data along with the 

calendar and notes in one place, which made their cancer-related information less fragmented. 

The positive aesthetic of the interface combined with the usefulness of HealthWeaver features 

made the tool engaging enough to drive consistent tracking even with the effort required to enter 

check-in entries and log medications.  

To decrease the effort that tracking takes, the most valuable future tools will take a 

multimodal approach. HealthWeaver’s mobile interface facilitated convenient data entry in the 

moment. Klasnja showed that such unanchored patient health data capture using mobile devices 

could be critical to the patient’s wellbeing  (86). Future mobile applications could also enable 

voice-based data entry with voice recognition to allow patients to record symptoms or annotate 

individual check-ins with more detailed contextual information. 
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Pre-seed metrics based on diagnosis and treatment.  

Patients have difficulty deciding on what signs and symptoms they should tracking when 

they have cancer or some other condition, or simply want to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

Given findings from the dissertation chapters on of ESRA-C and HealthWeaver use, pre-

seeded metrics made a major difference in whether patients were likely to use a tracking tool 

during cancer treatment. ESRA-C had 30 symptom and quality of life metrics that patients could 

choose among to see if they had problematic signs and symptoms that warranted clinical 

attention. During voluntary sessions, outside of the study time-points, they had to choose which 

signs and symptoms made sense for them to assess and could take those questionnaires as time 

allowed. 

In addition, participants with breast cancer in the wild, without access to HealthWeaver, 

received little guidance on what to track. Profiling individual patients based on their diagnosis 

and treatment plan would provide some guidance to patients who do not know what symptoms to 

look for during cancer treatment. Personalized default symptom metrics—based on diagnosis and 

treatment profile—could be supplemented with optional metrics from a list that covers the 

breadth of symptoms that patients experience. 

Enable customization for symptoms.  

HealthWeaver allowed participants to customize which symptoms to track and name the 

symptom terms themselves. Users could define new symptoms that they have a personal interest 

in monitoring instead of just choosing among the many already provided in HealthWeaver. This 

feature allowed patients to further personalize the tracking tool to meet their own needs. For 
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example, HW-P17, the patient with hip pain, could track that symptom, even though it was not a 

typical symptom of patients with breast cancer. 

Maximize benefits for patients by supporting reflection and communication with clinicians. 

In HealthWeaver, users have the ability to choose metrics to overlay in graphs and see 

co-occurrences of symptoms or other patterns. We found evidence that patients prefer tools that 

support this type of functionality. Studies in Norway suggest that patients wish to engage in 

reflection at home on the data that they enter in PRO tools available to them  (51,189). 

Supporting reflection by patients, and not just clinicians, is one step closer to personal 

informatics tools that provide individuals with transparent ways to use the data that they collect. 

Patients need to be able to understand what the data collected means to find use of a tracking tool 

worthwhile, especially if clinicians are not always reviewing the tracked data. Patients also need 

the option to review the data with clinicians when it is hard to determine what action should be 

taken on one’s own. 

Give patients ownership over the tracking process. 

People valued ownership over their data in HealthWeaver since they had freedom to 

express what mattered to them. They did not necessarily need or want to share everything with 

clinicians or caregivers. Some patients, such as HW-P17, specified sharing was helpful but not 

necessary to find value in tracking. With control over who could see what data, patients could 

record sensitive issues, but only share selected issues. In contrast, for most PRO tools or 

interactive tailored patient assessments, the clinic or research team—not the patient—drives PRO 

tool use and clinicians see all the data. 
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In summary, patients need to remain engaged and aware to manage symptoms that 

emerge during outpatient treatment. Symptom tracking could be considered a self-care activity 

that also engages the patient in becoming aware of what they need to manage symptoms at home 

and how to communicate their needs to clinicians. 

Contributions 
This dissertation makes specific contributions to the fields of health informatics, human-

computer interaction, health services, and information management sciences. The contributions 

to each field are discussed in this section. 

Contributions to Health Informatics 

Large sample size in study of frequency of e-PRO tool use during cancer care 

The sample size of patients with different types of cancer who had voluntary at-home 

access to e-PRO tool ESRA-C was 372. This comprised the entire intervention group of a 

randomized controlled trial and is twice the size of a previous trial done with people with breast 

or prostate cancer, who used the interactive e-PRO tool WebChoice  (35,52). 

Characterizing voluntary use of tracking tools during cancer treatment 

Even though some randomized controlled trials show that e-PRO tools can have a 

positive effect on symptom distress  (35) and communication outcomes  (17), few studies have 

broken down exactly what features of the e-PRO tool leads to better symptom management and 

for which patients. This dissertation takes us one step closer to reaching this understanding, by 

(1) studying and modeling relationships between patient attributes and tracking tool use 
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(Chapters 3 and 5), and (2) gaining insight into why people would voluntarily use personal 

informatics tools in cancer care, when available (Chapter 4). 

Chapter 3 focuses on investigating whether voluntary use of an e-PRO tool was 

associated with symptom distress or any other demographic factors. The analysis in Chapter 3 

corroborates findings from other studies that show that people with less pain  (59), or a relatively 

recent first-time cancer diagnosis  (189), are more likely to voluntarily use an e-PRO tool more 

frequently. The analysis from Chapter 3 also suggested that age, regardless of symptom distress, 

could influence voluntary use of an e-PRO system.  

Furthermore, this dissertation converges on design principles for future tracking tools that 

build on the successes of prior tools steeped in PRO and EMA traditions. The conceptual 

framework in chapter 5 models attributes of patients, clinicians, data and tracking tools to make 

explicit which factors influence voluntary use and acceptance. 

Contributions to Human-Computer Interaction 

Describes a theoretical perspective of what drives tracking tool use for health purposes  

Theoretical modeling of use and acceptance can feed into the user-centered design 

process of personal informatics self-tracking tools for serious health conditions like cancer. 

However, theories in personal informatics often focus on collecting data to create knowledge that 

supports action and behavior change. In cancer care, symptom awareness for both clinicians and 

patients might simply an end in and of itself. 

User researchers in human-computer interaction identify a problem in need of a solution, 

conduct needs assessments with a purposively chosen cross-section of stakeholders, and devise 
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contextual design principles arising from data analysis and prior knowledge from the literature. 

Although Li and colleagues undertook this process to develop the stage-based model of personal 

informatics  (77), the problem they were addressing—how people gain knowledge and take 

action from data collected on themselves—was not specific to health.  

Contributions to Health Services 

Suggests how to adapt tracking tools within today's clinical workflow 

 Theories of technology acceptance look at the tool on the whole as the entire solution. 

We need to be more precise than that when it comes to self-tracking in cancer care. The focus of 

systems design is not only on the adoption of the tracking tool itself, but also on the use of the 

data that is collected and presented by the tracking tool. Self-tracking in cancer care is useful 

only when the data is useful. Thus, models that conceptualize tracking tool design and 

acceptance should separate tool acceptance and data usefulness explicitly. 

The Quantified Self Community uses the tagline “Know Thyself.” If self-tracking helps 

patients achieve this objective for their health, then clinicians treating patients should be left 

with, “Know Your Audience.” This is not easy to achieve in the current flow of medicine, where 

clinicians have to glean as much understanding of the patient as possible within the brief clinic 

visit and using relatively objective evidence in the form of imaging and lab test results. 

Physicians in particular are accustomed to being authoritative decision-makers, trained in the 

science of medicine  (109). According to medical humanities professor Kathryn Montgomery, 

physicians need to use an inherently nonlinear clinical judgment process to be able to generate “a 

linear cause and effect to explain to the patient.” Despite training in the field of biological 
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science, clinicians “habitually omit activities that might be expected of a science.” For the 

purposes of the dissertation, such omitted activities include review of patient self-tracking data. 

Contributions to Information & Management Science 

Adapts current technology acceptance models to apply to tracking tools for health. 

Use and acceptance of tracking tools for health theoretically could be predicted through 

existing technology acceptance models. However, existing models of technology acceptance and 

user satisfaction do not take technology attributes, the clinician’s work context, and the patient’s 

health situation into account. MUTT-PC describes the work context of future tracking tools, 

while MultiTrack represents tradeoffs about the technology, data, patient attributes, and clinician 

attributes intended for developers to design requirements to optimize use and maximize 

acceptance. 

Future Work 
Collaborative use of tracking tools by patients and clinicians has the potential to improve 

symptom management, patient-clinician communication and, ultimately, health outcomes. With 

tracking tools that collect patient-generated data, clinicians can gain a more holistic 

understanding of patient’s condition, instead of relying predominantly on the clinic visit, and 

patients can better understand how to manage their condition. Despite benefits to patients shown 

in this dissertation and in the literature, most people do not tracking use tools for their health. To 

maximize patients’ benefits from self-tracking and to further inform future tool design to 

promote use and acceptance among patients and clinicians, I propose two theoretical models. In 

this dissertation, I describe a novel framework that separates the clinical and personal usefulness 

of the data from the perceived usefulness of the tracking tool. Furthermore, incorporating the 
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context of healthcare into the tracking tool development considerations promises that with the 

deployment of next-generation tracking tools, both clinicians and patients can see the value of 

self-tracking in their lives. 

 Future work could validate the conceptual model through tracking tool development 

based on converging ideas from various fields—such as validated e-PRO questionnaires from 

health services, real-time data capture from use of ecological momentary assessment, and 

patient-initiated self-tracking tools facilitating personal choices and preferences. In addition, 

interviews and surveys with patients and clinicians can further strengthen knowledge of what 

matter to both parties when in comes to symptom management and the patient-clinician 

relationship. Not all tracking tools that patients use in the future will be sanctioned by healthcare 

organizations. Thus, we still need to consider how to enable patients to bring in tools that do not 

fit into workflow to have their tracking be useful, clinically relevant data be considered without 

taking too much time out of the clinician’s workday. For tracking tools to be welcomed into the 

exam room and supported by clinical administrators, a cultural and organizational shift needs to 

happen in parallel to the development of next-generation of tracking tools. In the future, patients 

will be able to present their symptom history through continuous data of health metrics that are 

clinically relevant and/or priorities for their quality of life. Even as a movement towards patient-

clinician collaboration through use of self-tracking data is fermenting, we must consider a wide 

range of dimensions of what makes self-tracking effective and efficient for both patients and 

clinicians. 

In conclusion, it is important to discuss implications for patients, clinicians, and tracking 

tool developers that provide insight into how tracking tools should function for optimal 

acceptance for patients and clinicians and organizations in the future. Building a tracking tool 
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solution that is accepted in healthcare and at the patient’s home requires a holistic perspective. 

Making such a holistic perspective explicit requires vision, advocacy, collaboration, and 

execution. Absent any one of these, tracking tools are destined to remain a promising technology 

that will be unlikely to reach full potential. 
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